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FRAGMENTOS DO DISCURSO DO GUIA DO MUSEU E DOS COMENTÁRIOS
DOS TURISTAS VISITANTES
EM «POUCA TERRA» / «MOURIR UN PEU»

Entrez, Messieurs-dames, le musée est ouvert. Entrem, entrem. Par ici, ladies and
gentlemen. Come, Signori e Signorine, la visite va commencer. In questa casa
típica, typical house, fueran reunidas las riquezas, the treasures, die erinnerungen,
toda a quinquilharia of our glorious past, les conquêtes, les viajes delle scoperte.
L’Histoire de l’Europe c’est l’histoire de ses colonies…
(…)
This can’t be a very important museum!!! It’s not in the Michelin Guide.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The pioneers, pioneiros bravos, bandeirantes à solta hanno trovato una tierra pavée
d’or, El Dorado...
(...)
Eh ben, mon colon, si c’est ça l’art portugais, ils feraient aussi bien de le planquer...
(…)
Coitados, iam à procura do paraíso perdido e foram encontrar a América.
Pauvres mecs, ils cherchaient le paradis perdu et ils sont tombés sur l’Amérique.
(…)
They were savages, all of them. Des indigènes. Des canaques. Des autochtones. Il a
fallu évangéliser. Bring the Good News. Battesare. Escravizar. Racheter. Revendre.
Civilize. Aniquilar.
(…)
Oh… Regarde!
Tu te souviens? On a vu le même à la Salle Drouot.
(…)
Don’t you think it would look good in our dining-room?
(…)
Ils ont fait fructifier les forêts vierges. The jungle. No man’s land. Disneyland. O
sertão. O Japão….
(…)
Hai capito quello che ha detto? È molto interessante...
(...)
Gold. Geld. Diamonds. Spices. Silk. Les épices. Les émeraudes. La myrrhe. L’encens.
Il caffè. Tobacco. Tabasco. Kartoffel. Coca-cola. Las indianas. As pretas. L’ébène.
Les belles. Die Schöne puppe. Sugar candy. Charutos havanos. Cotton fields. As
mulatas. Hollywood. Ópio. Sandalwood. La vierge des forêts. Lagostas. Drugstores.
As mestiças. Et j’en passe…
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hoy tenemos che non olvidar, non dimenticare, nicht fergessen, pas oublier, nos
héros, nuestros conquistadores, our butchers, nos missionnaires, nostri inquisitori,
os barões assinalados.
En prenant le café, notre dernier acte colonial, our last colonial act, nicht fergessen,
drinking coffee, ao tomar a bica, cimbalino, a thought for our paradise lost.

PASTICHE DE RELATO DE DESCOBRIMENTO
DO NOVO MUNDO E DO TABACO
NA CENA FINAL DE PROMISES TO KEEP / MOURIR UN PEU
E tão densas são as matas que cobrem esta terra que só golpeadas nos
abrem passagem, tão grossos os troncos que cada um daria para construir
um batel, tão altos que tapam o céu.
Frutos abundam de mil variedades sem partes carnudas nem caroço, mas
cheios de suco espesso, os quais basta abrir para chupar. Uns cabem na
palma da mão, outros agarram-se pelo caule segado. O sumo, seja ele verde
ou maduro, é sempre de muito refresco.
Dos troncos portentosos jorram líquidos cor do sangue ou do ouro logo que
os fendemos.
Aqui vimos aves sem conta gritando ou piando nos escuros areais. E dia e
noite aquela barulheira desconcertada nos feria os ouvidos. Há as de bico
largo e achatado, outras com ele muito pontiagudo, de penas garridas ou da
cor do marfim ou da cinza. As patas eram curtas e robustas, os pés palmados
e redondos como ventosas. Ao cair da noite, os olhos de alguns desses
muitos chispam fogos fosforescentes entre todos diferentes e que muito
inspiram terror a ponto de preferirmos os caminhos do breu em vez da
claridade no matagal. Os ruídos eram tão potentes e dolorosos que
perdêramos o tino e não nos aventurávamos a dar um passo por jamais
estarmos bem certeiros da besta peçonhenta que o nosso pé iria pisar. E por
isso se entende que muito havia para ver e temer. E não fala verdade o que
a isto chamar patranhas.
Mais observámos umas rochas de asperezas em relevo que muita esperança
de achar ouro nas profundezas nos trouxeram.
Os índios aqui mostram uma índole afável e ociosa, um génio dado a
convívio, e de todo lhes carece a maldade. A sua fala muito se distingue
pelos sons roucos que tão esganados lhes saem do fundo das goelas que até
magoam as orelhas. E nas suas faces se cruzam as linhas naturais com as
pinturas ferozes que com intento bélico marcam e assim repugnam. E tão
acentuados se acham os olhos que do tamanho das bocas nos pareceram.
Acima de tudo lhes agradam as ofertas que entre si se trocam. Prezam de
sobremaneira os amuletos que, à custa de feitos de bravura, vão juntando de
dia para dia.
Dos carões corados lhes pendem rolos de erva aromática que fogueiam numa
extremidade e noutra seguram entre os dentes. Por estes tubos que com mui
arte e perícia sabem amanhar aspiram uns fumos de sabor acre que infinito
enjoo e desgosto causam na garganta.

Blackness and Nothingness
(Mysticism in the Flesh)

n the past decade, the most exciting and generative advance in black critical theory, which is
to say critical theory, is the announcement and
enactment of Afro-pessimism in the work of
Frank B. Wilderson III and Jared Sexton. Black
study such as theirs refreshes lines of rigorously
antidisciplinary in(ter)vention, effecting intellectual renewal against academic sterility. When
wardens of established disciplines and advocates
of interdisciplinary reform fight to secure depleted
sovereignty in and over the same depleted real
estate—whose value increases as its desertification progresses; whose value is set by the new masters of another form of what Thomas Jefferson
called silent profit—and when note of this false
alternative is taken by those who offer nothing
but a critique of the very idea of a true one, Wilderson and Sexton keep on pushing over the edge of
refusal, driven by a visionary impetus their work
requires and allows us to try to see and hear and
feel. This essay is dedicated to Sexton’s and Wilderson’s work, out of love for the common project, out
of love for such rigorous devotion to the common
project, out of love for black people, out of love for
The South Atlantic Quarterly 112:4, Fall 2013
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constitutes a certain proximity to that thought is not (just) that blackness is
ontologically prior to the logistic and regulative power that is supposed to
have brought it into existence but that blackness is prior to ontology; or, in a
slight variation of what Chandler would say, blackness is the anoriginal displacement of ontology, that it is ontology’s anti- and ante-foundation, ontology’s underground, the irreparable disturbance of ontology’s time and space.
This is to say that what I do assert, not against, I think, but certainly in apposition to Afro-pessimism, as it is, at least at one point, distilled in Sexton’s
work, is not what he calls one of that project’s most polemical dimensions,
“namely, that black life is not social, or rather that black life is lived in social
death” (Sexton 2011b: 28). What I assert is this: that black life—which is as
surely to say life as black thought is to say thought—is irreducibly social; that,
moreover, black life is lived in political death or that it is lived, if you will, in
the burial ground of the subject by those who, insofar as they are not subjects, are also not, in the interminable (as opposed to the last) analysis,
“death-bound,” as Abdul JanMohamed (2005) would say. In this, however, I
also agree with Sexton insofar as I am inclined to call this burial ground “the
world” and to conceive of it and the desire for it as pathogenic. At stake, now,
will be what the difference is between the pathogenic and the pathological, a
difference that will have been instantiated by what we might think of as the
view, as well as the point of view, of the pathologist. I don’t think I ever
claimed, or meant to claim, that Afro-pessimism sees blackness as a kind of
pathogen. I think I probably do, or at least hope that it is, insofar as I bear the
hope that blackness bears or is the potential to end the world.
The question concerning the point of view, or standpoint, of the
pathologist is crucial but so is the question of what it is that the pathologist
examines. What, precisely, is the morbid body upon which Fanon, the
pathologist, trains his eye? What is the object of his “complete lysis” (Fanon
2008: xiv)? And if it is more proper, because more literal, to speak of a lysis
of universe, rather than body, how do we think the relation between transcendental frame and the body, or nobody, that occupies, or is banished
from, its confines and powers of orientation? What I offer here as a clarification of Sexton’s understanding of my relation to Afro-pessimism
emerges from my sense of a kind of terminological dehiscence in Orlando
Patterson’s (1982) work that emerges in what I take to be his deep but unacknowledged affinity with and indebtedness to the work of Hannah Arendt,
namely, with a distinction crucial to her work between the social and the
political. The “secular excommunication” that describes slavery for Patterson (1982: 5) is more precisely understood as the radical exclusion from a
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political order, which is tantamount, in Arendt’s formulation, with something on the order of a radical relegation to the social. The problem with slavery, for Patterson, is that it is political death, not social death; the problem is
that slavery confers the paradoxically stateless status of the merely, barely living; it delineates the inhuman as unaccommodated bios. At stake is the
transvaluation or, better yet, the invaluation or antivaluation, the extraction
from the sciences of value (and from the very possibility of that necessarily
fictional, but materially brutal, standpoint that Wagner [2009: 1] calls “being
a party to exchange”). Such extraction will, in turn, be the very mark and
inscription (rather than absence or eradication) of the sociality of a life, given
in common, instantiated in exchange. What I am trying to get to, by way of
this terminological slide in Patterson, is the consideration of a radical disjunction between sociality and the state-sanctioned, state-sponsored terror
of power-laden intersubjectivity, which is, or would be, the structural foundation of Patterson’s epiphenomenology of spirit. To have honor, which is, of
necessity, to be a man of honor, for Patterson, is to become a combatant in
transcendental subjectivity’s perpetual civil war. To refuse the induction that
Patterson desires is to enact or perform the recognition of the constitution of
civil society as enmity, hostility, and civil butchery. It is, moreover, to consider that the unspoken violence of political friendship constitutes a capacity
for alignment and coalition that is enhanced by the unspeakable violence
that is done to what and whom the political excludes. This is to say that, yes,
I am in total agreement with the Afro-pessimistic understanding of blackness as exterior to civil society and, moreover, as unmappable within the cosmological grid of the transcendental subject. However, I understand civil
society and the coordinates of the transcendental aesthetic—cognate as they
are not with the failed but rather with the successful state and its abstract,
equivalent citizens—to be the fundamentally and essentially antisocial nursery for a necessarily necropolitical imitation of life. So that if Afro-pessimists
say that social life is not the condition of black life but is, rather, the political
field that would surround it, then that’s a formulation with which I would
agree. Social death is not imposed upon blackness by or from the standpoint
or positionality of the political; rather, it is the field of the political, from which
blackness is relegated to the supposedly undifferentiated mass or blob of the
social, which is, in any case, where and what blackness chooses to stay.
This question of the location and position of social death is, as Sexton
has shown far more rigorously than I could ever hope to do, crucial. It raises
again that massive problematic of inside and outside that animates thought
since before its beginning as the endless end to which thought always seeks
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to return. Such mappability of the space-time or state of social death would,
in turn, help us better understand the positionalities that could be said, figuratively, to inhabit it. This mass is understood to be undifferentiated precisely because from the imaginary perspective of the political subject—who
is also the transcendental subject of knowledge, grasp, ownership, and selfpossession—difference can only be manifest as the discrete individuality
that holds or occupies a standpoint. From that standpoint, from the artificial,
officially assumed position, blackness is nothing, that is, the relative nothingness of the impossible, pathological subject and his fellows. I believe it is
from that standpoint that Afro-pessimism identifies and articulates the
imperative to embrace that nothingness which is, of necessity, relative. It is
from this standpoint, which Wilderson defines precisely by his inability to
occupy it, that he, in a painfully and painstakingly lyrical tour de force of
autobiographical writing, declares himself to be nothing and proclaims his
decision, which in any case he cannot make, to remain as nothing, in genealogical and sociological isolation even from every other nothing.
Now, all that remains are unspoken scraps scattered on the floor like Lisa’s
grievance. I am nothing, Naima, and you are nothing: the unspeakable
answer to your question within your question. This is why I could not—
would not—answer your question that night. Would I ever be with a Black
woman again? It was earnest, not accusatory—I know. And nothing terrifies
me more than such a question asked in earnest. It is a question that goes to
the heart of desire, to the heart of our black capacity to desire. But if we take
out the nouns that you used (nouns of habit that get us through the day),
your question to me would sound like this: Would nothing ever be with
nothing again? (Wilderson 2008: 265)

When one reads the severity and intensity of Wilderson’s words—his
assertion of his own nothingness and the implications of that nothingness
for his reader—one is all but overwhelmed by the need for a kind of affirmative negation of his formulation. It’s not that one wants to say no, Professor Wilderson, you are, or I am, somebody; rather, one wants to assert
the presence of something between the subjectivity that is refused and
which one refuses and nothing, whatever that is. But it is the beauty—the
fantastic, celebratory force of Wilderson’s and Sexton’s work, which study
has allowed me to begin more closely to approach—of Afro-pessimism that
allows and compels one to move past that contradictory impulse to affirm
in the interest of negation and to begin to consider what nothing is, not
from its own standpoint or from any standpoint but from the absoluteness
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of its generative dispersion of a general antagonism that blackness holds and
protects in as critical celebration and degenerative and regenerative preservation. That’s the mobility of place, the fugitive field of unowning, in and from
which we ask, paraontologically, by way of but also against and underneath
the ontological terms at our disposal: What is nothingness? What is thingliness? What is blackness? What’s the relationship between blackness, thingliness, nothingness and the (de/re)generative operations of what Deleuze
might call a life in common? Where do we go, by what means do we begin, to
study blackness? Can there be an aesthetic sociology or a social poetics of
nothingness? Can we perform an anatomy of the thing or produce a theory
of the universal machine? Our aim, even in the face of the brutally imposed
difficulties of black life, is cause for celebration. This is not because celebration is supposed to make us feel good or make us feel better, though there
would be nothing wrong with that. It is, rather, because the cause for celebration turns out to be the condition of possibility of black thought, which animates the black operations that will produce the absolute overturning, the
absolute turning of this motherfucker out. Celebration is the essence of
black thought, the animation of black operations, which are, in the first
instance, our undercommon, underground, submarine sociality.
In the end, though life and optimism are the terms under which I
speak, I agree with Sexton—by way of the slightest, most immeasurable
reversal of emphasis—that Afro-pessimism and black optimism are not but
nothing other than one another. I will continue to prefer the black optimism
of his work just as, I am sure, he will continue to prefer the Afro-pessimism
of mine. We will have been interarticulate, I believe, in the field where annihilative seeing, generative sounding, rigorous touching and feeling, requires
an improvisation of and on friendship, a sociality of friendship that will have
been, at once, both intramural and evangelical. I’ll try to approach that field,
its expansive concentration, by way of Don Cherry and Ed Blackwell’s (1982)
extended meditation on nothingness; by way of Fanon’s and Peter Linebaugh’s accounts of language in and as vehicularity; by way of Foucault’s
meditations on the ship of fools and Deleuze’s consideration of the boat as
interior of the exterior when they are both thoroughly solicited by the
uncharted voices that we carry; by way, even, of Lysis and Socrates; but also,
and in the first instance, by way of Hawk and Newk, just friends, trading
fours. Perhaps I’m simply deluding myself, but such celebratory performance of thought, in thought, is as much about the insurgency of immanence as it is about what Wagner (2009: 2) calls the “consolation of transcendence.” But, as I said earlier, I plan to stay a believer in blackness, even as
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thingliness, even as (absolute) nothingness, even as imprisonment in passage on the most open road of all, even as—to use and abuse a terribly beautiful phrase of Wilderson’s (2010: xi)—fantasy in the hold.
Mu First Part/Mu Second Part
To stay in the hold of the ship, despite my fantasies of flight.
—Frank B. Wilderson, Red, White, and Black
Where we were, notwithstanding, wasn’t there . . .
Where we
were was the hold of a ship we were
caught
in. Soaked wood kept us afloat. . . . It
wasn’t limbo we were in albeit we
limbo’d our way there. Where we
were was what we meant by “mu.”
Nathaniel Mackey, “On Antiphon Island—‘mu’ twenty-eight part—”

There are flights of fantasy in the hold of the ship: the ordinary fugue and
fugitive run of the language lab, black phonographies’ brutally experimental
venue. Paraontological totality is still in the making. Present and unmade in
presence, blackness is an instrument in the making. Quasi una fantasia in
its paralegal swerve, its mad-worked braid, the imagination produces nothing but exsense in the hold. Do you remember the days of slavery? Mackey
(2006: 65) rightly says, “The world was ever after, / elsewhere. / . . . no / way
where we were / was there.” Do you remember where we are? No way where
we are is here. Where we were, where we are, is what we meant by mu, which
Wilderson (2010: xi) rightly calls the void of our subjectivity, which we
extend, in consent beyond all voluntarity, in our avoidance of subjectivity.
And so it is that we remain in the hold, in the break, as if entering again and
again the broken world, to trace the visionary company and join it. This contrapuntal island, where we are marooned in search of marronage, where we
linger in stateless emergency, is our mobile, constant study, our lysed cell
and held dislocation, our blown standpoint and lyred chapel. We study our
seaborne variance, sent by its prehistory into arrivance without arrival, as a
poetics of lore, of abnormal articulation, where the relation between joint
and flesh is the pleated distance of a musical moment that is emphatically,
palpably imperceptible and, therefore, exhausts description. Having defied
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A narrative, it seemed to me, would be less
useful than an idea.

Nathan Lee

e-flux journal #44 — april 2013 Nathan Lee
Becoming-Undetectable

BecomingUndetectable

04.15.13 / 14:30:46 EDT

– Susan Sontag, AIDS and Its Metaphors
I want to talk about what happened to us: to a
very specific “us,” and some very strange
happenings. I want to tell a story, to give a history
to things oblivious to history. What I’m after is a
queer problem and it won’t stop moving. I like
how they say, you’re just going through a phase.
That’s what’s happening to us, we’re going
through phases. But a phase isn’t a thing, it’s a
word that comes from a way of talking about how
things appear. (Originally, the moon.)
1. Ruptures
The Stonewall riots inaugurated the delayed
adolescence of queer sex: a catching up on
acting out. Empowered by an unprecedented
sense of public agency and private
experimentation, gay men established
commercial sex spaces to foster an ethos of
multi-partner promiscuity. Sous les paves, la
plage was rewritten for Greenwich Village:
beneath the stones, the sling. Fucking was
happening on a wholly new scale and in new
ways, as pleasures were reconceptualized to
serve novel purposes. “By a curiously naïve
calculus,” wrote one memoirist of the era, “it
seemed to follow that more sex was more
liberating.”1
Something else was liberated in this
upheaval, another kind of body with its own
modes of experimentation: a strange bundle of
molecules so elemental in composition and
capable of such limited action that it confounds
the very definition of what constitutes a lifeform. If biologists have reached no consensus on
the question of whether viruses should be
classified as living organisms or not,
epidemiologists, on the other hand, have
clarified the conditions that enabled the long
dormant and ecologically circumscribed human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to proliferate along
the circuits of desire forged by an accelerating
sexual culture.
First diagnosed as a disease afflicting North
American gay male communities, AIDS (acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome) was initially called
GRID (gay-related immune disorder), and
immediately marked as a specific problem of
these communities. This association, despite its
persistence to this day, was revealed as a
historical contingency unmoored from a true viral
genealogy. The emergence of HIV is now traced
back to the late nineteenth century, sparked by
the political and ecological upheavals of

Group Material, AIDS Timeline (Berkeley). 1990.
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2. Status
How many of us will be alive for Stonewall
35?
– ACT UP poster
That AIDS was immediately confronted as a
postmodern phenomenon par excellence and
only later addressed as a postcolonial complex is
a testament to the vehemence – and context – of
the critique that rose to challenge it. Aids
Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) exemplifies
a second phase in queer sexuality, in which the
revelation of a catastrophic co-becoming with
inhuman forces was met by new concepts of
being and new forms of being together. Under the
sign of Saint Foucault, these techniques of the
self were produced with, and through, an urgent
task of making-visible in the domains of
discourse and politics, art and activism. The
AIDS crisis, as many have noted, is a crisis of
representation.
Resolving the question of what HIV/AIDS is
has always been tangled up in the problem of
whom it affects. The development of an antibody
test for HIV in 1985 inscribed a new form of
identification: the categories of “positive” and
“negative.” In the vernacular of sexually
transmitted diseases, one may be said to “have”
herpes or hepatitis, but it is only with HIV that
the presence or absence of a virus so forcefully
marks one as a specific type of being. “What’s
your status?” is, from a semantically neutral
perspective, a question so open-ended as to be
meaningless. Yet when asked by one gay man to
another, signification collapses to a strict binary.
This positive/negative dyad immanent to gay
male culture is subsumed, in turn, by a further
division whereby populations marked by the HIV
dichotomy are isolated as members of a “risk
04.15.13 / 14:30:46 EDT
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European colonialism in equatorial Africa.2
Things and migrations: The geopolitics of
AIDS are inextricable from the nature of its
material operations. Unlike an outbreak of Ebola,
which swiftly erupts as a legible, and thus
containable, terror, HIV operates on principles of
patience and stealth. On average, ten years
elapse from infection to symptoms. The initial
burst of viral reproduction, when bodies are at
their infectious peak, go unregistered by
standard tests. AIDS, as Susan Sontag noted, is a
temporal disease, and thinking in terms of
“stages” has been essential to its discourse. The
circuitous route by which the landscape of
HIV/AIDS has been mapped onto history is
predicated on the elusive temporality of the virus
itself.

group” in relation to a naturalized “general
population.”
Reflecting on this politicization of HIV/AIDS
discourse in the early years of the epidemic,
Susan Sontag noted that an AIDS diagnosis
exposes an identity that might otherwise have
remained hidden: to detect, etymologically, is
related to uncovering. This uncovering of identity
effects its confirmation and, “among the risk
group in the United States most severely
affected in the beginning, homosexual men, has
been a creator of community as well as an
experience that isolates the ill and exposes them
to harassment and persecution.”3
The work and play of this community has
been the focus of recent attention in light of the
twentieth anniversary of the founding of the ACT
UP. The constellation of documentaries,
exhibitions, publications, oral histories, and
media stories illuminating this terrain bear
witness to the enduring vitality of a critical
history – while leaving shadowed the complex
flows of power that remain undisclosed and
unattended to in the ongoing evolution of
HIV/AIDS.

ACT Up New York: Activism, Art, and the AIDS Crisis, 1987-1993,
curated by Helen Molesworth and Claire Grace, The Carpenter Center
for the Visual Arts, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2009.

3. Undetectable
We are in the midst of constructing a third phase
of queer sexuality. The year 1996 saw the advent
of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART),
which enabled a reduction of viral load to levels
that elude conventional testing, thus
inaugurating a third form of status and a new
concept in biopolitics: “undetectable.” To the
overdetermined categories of positive and
negative has been added an elusive third term
belonging to those who are simultaneously both.
Signifying a presence that is absent, predicated
on suppression and surveillance, the
undetectable occupies an indeterminate space
and produces new forms of connectivity, at once
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My coming out as gay in the early nineties
was attended by a twofold anxiety: the cultural
marginalization of sexual difference, and the
coding of this difference as death. In 1996, the
year of the HAART breakthrough, I moved to San
04.15.13 / 14:30:46 EDT
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increasing the capacity of a body and subjecting
it to a relentless regime of control. Novel sexual
practices have once more emerged, as has an
entirely new matrix of representation,
connectivity, and sociality. The “end of the AIDS
crisis” intersects with the dawn of the internet
era.
Each of these three phases is a fiction
assembled in retrospect, and their component
markers are not so easily fixed as to make an
immutable periodization. The libertine sexual
ethos of the post-Stonewall era, for example,
was not repressed but merely reconfigured
during the AIDS crisis. “It is our promiscuity,”
Douglas Crimp argued in 1987, “that will save
us.”4 Who gets named as “us” here is of course a
problem, in the sense that it articulates a
particular matrix of seeing and speaking, naming
and locating, gathering up and casting away. A
history for whom? A story in what language?
It is “we,” the privileged class of the
undetectable, who are empowered to speak of a
“post-AIDS” culture. It feels rude and arrogant to
write such a sentence, but to pretend things are
otherwise is something worse, a falsification. I
belong to a generation of North American gay
men that has never known sexual identity
without the specter of HIV infection – and yet for
whom AIDS had largely retreated from everyday
reality, distanced by media, history, geography. I
was six years old when doctors in the United
States diagnosed the first case of GRID, and
fifteen when I first had sex with a man, a thirtyyear-old architect I picked up at my local library
where, on the racks of newspapers, one could
read of a boy named Ryan White who had
acquired HIV through a blood transfusion.

Francisco with a boyfriend. I remember the
spontaneous street party that broke out in the
Castro when Clinton was elected president. I
remember, that year, seeing men sick from AIDS,
hollow eyed and skeletal, walking with the help
of friends or lovers. Condoms were everywhere,
buckets of them for the taking. When I moved to
New York in 1999, I vividly remember the surprise
(and slight annoyance) at having to actually buy
condoms, no longer a ubiquitous freebie. By
then, it had been a long time since I saw people
visibly afflicted with AIDS in public.

Susanne M. Winterling, (Your Shadow Is Reading Funeral Rites [Room
of Light for Funeral Rites]), 2009. In the exhibition Coming After,
curated by Jon Davies, The Power Plant, Toronto, 2011. Photo: Toni
Hafkenscheid.

There was no halcyon “before” of
unprotected sex for my generation. We have
inherited an official safer sex discourse with
little but condemnation for sexual contact
unmediated by prophylaxis, and a cultural ethos
that sanctions unprotected sex principally as
something “earned” in the context of a
committed relationship subject to rigorous
testing – of boundaries and trust no less than
antibodies. Sex has always entailed risk, but the
quantitative increase of sexual risk under
HIV/AIDS has led to a qualitative difference in the
formation of sexuality. As Eric Rofes has written
of the “post-AIDS” generation:
They have had to contend with profound
linkages between gay sex and disease. The
primary language about sex that has been
placed in their mouths and wired into their
brains has a vocabulary of “risk,”
“condoms,” and “safer sex.” Instead of
living through the period of gay liberation
and sexual freedom, then having a house
fall on them, they’ve constructed their
sexual identities and networks amidst the
reality of a rapacious, sexually transmitted
virus.5
The concept of a “post-AIDS” generation thus

Video still from Plantin’ Seed, directed by Paul Morris, 2004.
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signifies a curious double inheritance: those for
whom sexuality is inextricable from HIV and for
whom, at the same time, AIDS no longer exists as
an immediate reality. I know many people with
HIV, but no one with AIDS. The privilege of this
situation will seem incomprehensible, if not
obscene, to the global millions without access to
treatment for HIV infection. If the concept of the
undetectable signifies one set of conditions for
those coming to terms with successful treatment
of HIV (displacing, perhaps, the positive/negative
binary with the more urgent categories of
insured/uninsured), it mobilizes an entirely
different assemblage of problematics at the
global level.
A scandal of racism and inequality, at once
an instrument and a pathology of neoliberalism,
the AIDS crisis is not merely “not over” – it
persists as an overwhelming malignancy. The
very language of crisis seems to index a spiraling
perpetuity: krisis from κρίσις, “the turning
point in a disease.” AIDS has not stopped killing.
HIV has not stopped spreading. And yet, as Rofes
asserts, AIDS as “we” knew it is over. “How can
some of us have this feeling that AIDS is over
when we have the knowledge that it is not? How
can two such different understandings of what is
happening around us coexist?”6

Undetectability is founded on this queer
coexistence, a constitutive indeterminacy. The
virus, if no longer the catalyst for a lethal
syndrome, was and remains a central problem of
the gay male body. It inhabits both the infected
as reality and the uninfected as potential. Drugs
have curtailed its lethality but not its ubiquity,
and the long-term effects of combination
therapies, which continue to evolve, are an open
question. We know that AIDS is not what it was,
but we’re not at all sure what it has become.
4. Unnatural Participations
An entire sub-race was born, different –
despite certain kinship ties – from the
libertines of the past.
– Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality:
An Introduction
Representation thus remains very much at stake
– and contested – in the undetectable era. Its
terms have shifted in strange, often
counterintuitive ways. One of the seminal texts
of undetectability, Tim Dean’s Unlimited
Intimacy, argues for the radical potential of
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bareback subculture. Organized as a selfconscious practice in the late nineties,
barebacking – the deliberate abandonment of
condoms for anal sex – not only acknowledges
but affirms viral transmission. Claiming its own
distinct language and rituals, fantasies and
communities, codes and representations,
barebacking, in Dean’s provocative analysis, is
neither a denial nor rejection of the survival
techniques developed in response to AIDS, but
their very elaboration into “the next logical step
in the enterprise of gay promiscuity.”7
Dean’s critique of bareback pornography –
an industry outlaw when his book was published,
by now ubiquitous and thoroughly assimilated
into mainstream porn production – addresses
the problem of “what happens when the attempt
to represent non-normative sex comes up
against norms of representation.”

Power has played no tricks on the
barebacker: from the beginning he was
promised nothing more, and has received
nothing more, than the privilege of being a
living tomb, the repository of what may kill
him, of what may kill those who have
penetrated him during the gang-bang, of
what has already killed those who infected
the men who have just infected him.11

The audience sees subtitles rather than
semen; testimony substitutes for visible
evidence. We could say that, instead of the
image of whitish fluid suddenly coming out
of a penis, viewers are given, in white
lettering at the bottom of the screen, a
representation of something suddenly
coming out of someone’s mouth.9
Someone or something: Plantin’ Seed is an image
producing its own utterance. As a form of
representation grappling with the limits of
representation, bareback porn is, Dean argues, a
form of thinking, a mode of embodied thought. If,
despite the mainstreaming of condomless
pornography, the highly self-conscious
subculture of barebacking as reflected in the
videos of Treasure Island Media represents a
minority practice, it is precisely this anomalous
04.15.13 / 14:30:46 EDT
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The fact that HIV, like all viruses, remains
invisible to the naked eye poses a challenge
to which bareback porn may be regarded as
a response. Confronted with an invisible
agent that nevertheless is known to be
transmitted sexually, the pornographic
principle of maximum visibility must
generate strategies for making appear on
screen something that cannot be seen.8
One such strategy unique to the genre is the use
of subtitles. The desired object, the makingvisible of a “breeding” inside the body, is
rendered as text. Dean cites a scene from
Plantin’ Seed, an early film from the notorious
(and wildly popular) bareback porn company
Treasure Island Media. The subtitle, a technology
of translation, is here deployed to transpose the
physical fact, sensation, and fantasy of internal
ejaculation into the domain of language:

position, this bordering, that bestows conceptual
force.
Leo Bersani has written of the startling
ways in which barebacking may be thought of as
a “social practice that, perhaps
unprecedentedly, actualizes, in the most literal
fashion, psychoanalytic inferences about the
unconscious.”10 Unsurprisingly, a psychoanalytic
critique of barebacking sees only death (drive).
“Nothing can come from this practice,” Bersani
declares:

What Bersani elides in his account of
barebacking as an “ego-divesting discipline” is
the fact that barebackers have been promised
something more: a reprieve from the automatic
death sentence of HIV. Bersani writes as if the
antiretroviral revolution never took place. Dean
rightly cautions that barebacking is an
overdetermined phenomenon that cannot be said
to depend on the advent of HAART. At the same
time, he notes that the greatly expanded lifespan
of HIV carriers is inextricable from the
development of bareback culture. Where Dean
strategically underplays the role of HAART in
barebacking to consider the larger context of its
practice, Bersani ignores it altogether. As such,
his characterization of barebacking as deathdriven strikes me as a totalizing and misguided
imposition of his theoretical biases on both the
empirical reality and motivating fantasies of
barebacking, an image of thought unsuited to the
krisis of undetectability.
“We are in a time of relational crisis,” writes
Bersani, “of a dangerous but also potentially
beneficial confusion about modes of
connectedness, about the ways in which who or
what or how we are depend on how we connect …
If there is no moment at which human
connectedness has not already been initiated,
we might nonetheless posit, largely for heuristic
purposes, different plateaux of relationality.”12
The difference, perhaps, of A Thousand
Plateaus? For Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari,
every claim for “what we are,” any discourse on
the nature of being, is systematically overthrown
in favor of an ontology, an ethics, and a practice
of becoming. An experiment in how to do things
with viruses, a production of the body as
desubjectivized multiplicity, barebacking is, in

[Wolf] is an outmoded term for male sexual
aggressor … whereas pig is a term of more
recent derivation that designates a gay man
whose motto is “No Limits!” … Or perhaps
wolves metamorphosed into pigs. A term of
approbation in bareback subculture, pig
refers to a man who wants as much sex as
he can get with as many different men as
possible, often in the form of group sex.13
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the terminology of Deleuze and Guattari, pack
practice par excellence: a becoming-animal of
the “pig.”
In the vernacular of barebacking, Dean
explains, “men are pigs and wolves and horny
toads, gaily cavorting, feeding and breeding.”

It’s tempting (if only for heuristic purposes) to
read this metamorphosis of wolves into pigs
alongside the critique of Freud developed by
Deleuze and Guattari. Becoming-animal is their
corrective, in part, to Freud’s interpretive
reduction of a wolf pack in one of his patient’s
dreams to a single, Oedipal wolf.14 And yet the
most articulate and dedicated of bareback
polemicists would go even further,
conceptualizing their pack practice as the
vanishing point of a becoming-imperceptible.15
Treasure Island Media founder Paul Morris has
framed the “irresponsibility” of barebacking as a
willful devotion to a transindividual ethos “with
little regard for anything else, including life
itself.”

To align oneself with “practices and patterns” in
opposition to subjecthood accords precisely with
Nietzsche’s famous proposition that “there is no
‘being’ behind doing, effecting, becoming; the
‘doer’ is merely the fiction added to the deed.”17
This is not to claim that every bareback power
bottom is some kind of jizz-drenched
Übermensch, nor that the neo-Nietzschean
“death of the subject” proclaimed by the
poststructuralists has found its kinky
apotheosis. The practices and patterns of
bareback subculture arise from specific cultural
04.15.13 / 14:30:46 EDT
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The everyday identity evanesces and the
individual becomes an agent through which
a darker and more fragile tradition is
enabled to continue. Irresponsibility to the
everyday persona and to the general culture
is necessary for allegiance to the sexual
subculture, and this allegiance takes the
gay male directly to the hot and central
point where what is at stake isn’t the
survival of the individual, but the survival of
practices and patterns which are the
discoveries and properties of the
subculture.16

and political contexts, and they have real
consequences.
In her powerful, cautious essay on “The
Ethics of Becoming-Imperceptible,” Rosi
Braidotti affirms such radically transformative
projects of disappearance. We yearn, she says, to
dissolve into a flow of inhuman becomings – with
all the joy and pain this entails, and despite
having lost so many to “dead-end
experimentations of the existential, political,
sexual, narcotic or technological kind.”18 If
barebacking has emerged as a problem and a
paradigm of the undetectable, we are only just
beginning to find ways to discuss such strange
happenings. “Becoming-imperceptible is the
event for which there is no immediate
representation.”19
×

Nathan Lee is Curatorial and Program Associate at the
Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard College. He
curated "Undetectable" for Visual AIDS in 2012.
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Further Considerations on Afrofuturism

To establish the historical character of black culture, to bring Africa and
its subjects into history denied by Hegel et al., it has been necessary to
assemble countermemories that contest the colonial archive, thereby situating the collective trauma of slavery as the founding moment of modernity.

Further Considerations
on Afrofuturism

THE FOUNDING TRAUMA
In an interview with critic Paul Gilroy in his 1991 anthology Small Acts, novelist Toni Morrison argued that the African subjects that experienced capture, theft, abduction, mutilation, and slavery were the first moderns. They

KODWO ESHUN

underwent real conditions of existential homelessness, alienation, dislocation, and dehumanization that philosophers like Nietzsche would later
define as quintessentially modern. Instead of civilizing African subjects, the
forced dislocation and commodification that constituted the Middle
Passage meant that modernity was rendered forever suspect.
Ongoing disputes over reparation indicate that these traumas continue
to shape the contemporary era. It is never a matter of forgetting what it took
so long to remember. Rather, the vigilance that is necessary to indict imperial modernity must be extended into the field of the future.

Imagine a team of African archaeologists from the future—some silicon, some
carbon, some wet, some dry—excavating a site, a museum from their past: a
museum whose ruined documents and leaking discs are identifiable as belonging to our present, the early twenty-first century. Sifting patiently through the

FU TURISM FATIGUE

rubble, our archaeologists from the United States of Africa, the USAF, would
be struck by how much Afrodiasporic subjectivity in the twentieth century constituted itself through the cultural project of recovery. In their Age of Total
Recall, memory is never lost. Only the art of forgetting. Imagine them reconstructing the conceptual framework of our cultural moment from those fragments. What are the parameters of that moment, the edge of that framework?

T H E WA R O F C O U N T E R M E M O RY
In our time, the USAF archaeologists surmise, imperial racism has denied
black subjects the right to belong to the enlightenment project, thus creating
an urgent need to demonstrate a substantive historical presence. This desire
has overdetermined Black Atlantic intellectual culture for several centuries.
● 287

Because the practice of countermemory defined itself as an ethical commitment to history, the dead, and the forgotten, the manufacture of conceptual
tools that could analyze and assemble counterfutures was understood as an
unethical dereliction of duty. Futurological analysis was looked upon with
suspicion, wariness, and hostility. Such attitudes dominated the academy
throughout the 1980s.
For African artists, there were good reasons for disenchantment with
futurism. When Nkrumah was deposed in Ghana in 1966, it signalled the
collapse of the first attempt to build the USAF. The combination of colonial
revenge and popular discontent created sustained hostility towards the
planned utopias of African socialism. For the rest of the century, African
intellectuals adopted variations of the position that Homi Bhabha (1992)
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which successful or powerful descriptions of the future have an increasing

AIDS, and life-expectancy forecasts, all of which predict decades of immis-

ability to draw us towards them, to command us to make them flesh.

erization.

THE FUTURES INDUSTRY

These powerful descriptions of the future demoralize us; they command
us to bury our heads in our hands, to groan with sadness. Commissioned by
multinationals and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), these develop-

Science fiction is now a research and development department within a
futures industry that dreams of the prediction and control of tomorrow.

mental futurisms function as the other side of the corporate utopias that
make the future safe for industry. Here, we are seduced not by smiling faces

Corporate business seeks to manage the unknown through decisions based

staring brightly into a screen; rather, we are menaced by predatory futures

on scenarios, while civil society responds to future shock through habits formatted by science fiction. Science fiction operates through the power of

that insist the next 50 years will be hostile.
Within an economy that runs on SF capital and market futurism, Africa

falsification, the drive to rewrite reality, and the will to deny plausibility,

is always the zone of the absolute dystopia. There is always a reliable trade

while the scenario operates through the control and prediction of plausible
alternative tomorrows.
Both the science-fiction movie and the scenario are examples of cybernetic futurism that talks of things that haven’t happened yet in the past
tense. In this case, futurism has little to do with the Italian and Russian
avant-gardes; rather, these approaches seek to model variation over time by
oscillating between anticipation and determinism.

in market projections for Africa’s socioeconomic crises. Market dystopias
aim to warn against predatory futures, but always do so in a discourse that
aspires to unchallengeable certainty.

Imagine the All-African Archaeological Program sweeping the site with their
chronometers. Again and again, they sift the ashes. Imagine the readouts on
their portables, indicators pointing to the dangerously high levels of hostile
projections. This area shows extreme density of dystopic forecasting, levels
that, if accurate, would have rendered the archaeologists’ own existence
impossible. The AAAP knows better: such statistical delirium reveals the fervid wish dreams of the host market.

MARKET DYSTOPIA
If global scenarios are descriptions that are primarily concerned with making futures safe for the market, then Afrofuturism’s first priority is to recognize that Africa increasingly exists as the object of futurist projection.
African social reality is overdetermined by intimidating global scenarios,
doomsday economic projections, weather predictions, medical reports on

THE MUSEOLOGICAL TURN
For contemporary African artists, understanding and intervening in the
production and distribution of this dimension constitutes a chronopolitical
act. It is possible to see one form that this chronopolitical intervention
might take by looking at the work of contemporary African artists such as
Georges Adeagbo and Meshac Gaba. In the tradition of Marcel Broodthaers
and Fred Wilson, both artists have turned towards museological emulation,
thus laying bare, manipulating, mocking, and critically affirming the contextualizing and historicizing framework of institutional knowledge.
Gaba’s “Contemporary Art Museum” is “at once a criticism of the museological institution as conceived in developed countries, as well as the
utopian formulation of a possible model for a nonexistent institution. This
dual nature, critical and utopian, is related to the artist . . . founding a structure where there isn’t one, without losing sight of the limitations of existing
models that belong to a certain social and economic order based in the
harsher realities of domination” (Gaba 2002).
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PROLEPTIC INTERVENTION

BLACK ATLANTIC SONIC PROCESS

Taking its cue from this “dual nature” of the “critical and utopian,” an

It is difficult to conceive of Afrofuturism without a place for sonic process in its

Afrofuturist art project might work on the exposure and reframing of
futurisms that act to forecast and fix African dystopia. For the contempo-

vernacular, speculative, and syncopated modes. The daily lifeworld of black vernacular expression may be anathema to contemporary art practice. Nonethe-

rary African artist of 2005, these projections of relentless social disaster con-

less, these histories of futures passed must be positioned as a valuable resource.

tain certain conceptual implications.
The African artist that researches this dimension will find a space for

Imagine that the artist Georges Adeagbo created an installation that uses the

distinct kinds of anticipatory designs, projects of emulation, manipulation,

artwork of Parliament-Funkadelic albums from 1974‒1980 to build a new myth

parasitism. Interpellation into a bright corporate tomorrow by ads full of
faces smiling at screens may become a bitter joke at the expense of multi-

cycle of politico-socio-racio-sexual fantasies from the cultural memory of this

national delusions. The artist might reassemble the predatory futures that

ments from that work, techno-fossils from tomorrow’s yesterdays . . .

insist the next 50 years will be ones of unmitigated despair.
Afrofuturism, then, is concerned with the possibilities for intervention
within the dimension of the predictive, the projected, the proleptic, the envisioned, the virtual, the anticipatory and the future conditional.
This implies the analysis of three distinct but partially intersecting
spheres: first, the world of mathematical simulations; second, the world of
informal descriptions; and third, as Gilroy (2001) points out in Between
Camps, the articulation of futures within the everyday forms of the mainstream of black vernacular expression. Having looked at the implications for
African art through the first and the second dimensions, we now turn our
attention to the third. To work with this material, Afrofuturism is obliged to
approach the audiovisions of extraterrestriality, futurology, and technoscience fictions with patience and seriousness.
Imagine the archaeologists in their downtime. They sit round their liquid gel
computers generating possible futures for real cities through World Scenarios,
a video game that assembles alternative scenarios. Set in Lagos, with other
options to follow, the game invites users to specify variables for transportation,
energy consumption, waste disposal, residential, commercial, and industrial
zoning. The game returns visions of what those choices will mean for life in
2240.

era. Imagine that the archaeologists from the future are now discovering frag-

Afrofuturism studies the appeals that black artists, musicians, critics,
and writers have made to the future, in moments where any future was made
difficult for them to imagine. In 1962, the bandleader and composer Duke
Ellington wrote “The Race For Space” (Ellington 1993), a brief essay that
attempted to press the future into the service of black liberation. By 1966,
however, Martin Luther King, in his text “Where Do We Go From Here?”
could argue that the gap between social and technological achievements was
deep enough to call the very idea of social and economic progress into question (Gilroy 2001).

AFROPHILIA IN EXCELSIS
Between the demise of Black Power in the late 1960s and the emergence of a
popular Pan-Africanism in the mid-1970s with Bob Marley, the Afrodiasporic
musical imagination was characterised by an Afrophilia that invoked a liberationist idyll of African archaism with the idea of scientific African modernity, both held in an unstable but useful equilibrium.
This equilibrium was personified, in populist terms, by the Egyptological fantasias of Earth, Wind, and Fire. The oscillation between preindustrial Africa and scientific Africa, however, was established in the 1950s
with Sun Ra, the composer and bandleader whose lifework constitutes a
self-created cosmology.
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THE COSMOGENETIC MOMENT

IDENTIFICATION CODE UNIDENTIFIED

In 1995, the London-based group Black Audio Film Collective released The

By the 1980s, the emergent digital technology of sequencers, samplers, syn-

Last Angel of History, also known as The Mothership Connection, their essayfilm which remains the most elaborate exposition on the convergence of

thesizers, and software applications began to scramble the ability to assign
identity and thereby racialize music. Familiar processes of racial recognition

ideas that is Afrofuturism. Through the persona of a time-traveling nomadic

were becoming unreliable. Listeners could no longer assume musicians were

figure known as the Data Thief, The Last Angel of History created a network
of links between music, space, futurology, and diaspora. African sonic

racially identical to their samples.
If racial identification became intermittent and obscure to the listener,

processes are here reconceived as telecommunication, as the distributed

for the musician, a dimension of heteronomy became available. The human-

components of a code to a black secret technology that is the key to diasporic future. The notion of a black secret technology allows Afrofuturism to

machine interface became both the condition and the subject of Afrofuturism. The cyborg fantasies of the Detroit techno producers, such as Juan

reach a point of speculative acceleration.

Atkins and Derrick May, were used both to alienate themselves from sonic

Imagine the archaeologists squinting at the cracked screen of the microvideo
installation that shows the Data Thief trapped in the history vaults of West
Africa . . .

Black Audio director John Akomfrah and scriptwriter Edward George
integrated a thesis from critic John Corbett’s “Brothers from Another
Planet,” a 1993 essay whose title references John Sayles’s 1983 science-fiction
movie of an alien that takes on African American identity to escape his
interstellar captors. Akomfrah and George take up in particular the oeuvres
of Sun Ra and his group, the Arkestra; Lee Perry, reggae producer, composer,
songwriter, and architech of dub reggae; and Parliament-Funkadelic funk
producer George Clinton, three figures analyzed in terms of their use of the
recording studio, the vinyl record, and the support of art work and record
label as the vehicle for concept albums that sustain mythological, programmatic, and cosmological world pictures.
Corbett pointed to Ra’s group, the Arkestra; Perry’s 1970s recording studio, the Black Ark; and the Mothership Connection, Parliament’s 1974‒1981
album cycle to argue that “largely independent of one other, each is working
with a shared set of mythological images and icons such as space iconography, the idea of extraterrestriality and the idea of space exploration.”

identity and to feel at home in alienation. Thelma Golden’s notes towards the
formulation of a twenty-first-century “post-black” aesthetic describe this
cultural moment of studio-based sonic process more satisfactorily than it
does gallery-based visual practice.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF REVISIONISM
Gilroy argues that the articulations sketched above tend to overlap with historical flashpoints. To analyse black popular futures in this way is to situate
them as fallout from social movements and liberation movements, if not as
direct parts of those movements. These moments may be historicized by
politico-spiritual movements such as Black Christian Eschatology and Black
Power, and postwar politico-esoteric traditions such as the Nation of Islam
(NOI), Egyptology, Dogon cosmology, and the Stolen Legacy thesis.
The Nation of Islam’s eschatology combined a racialized account of
human origin with a catastrophic theory of time. Ogotomelli, the Dogon
mystic, provided an astronomical knowledge of the “Sirius B” Dog Star, elaborated by French ethnographers Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen,
that demonstrated a compensatory and superior African scientific knowledge.
Egyptology’s desire to recover the lost glories of a preindustrial African
past was animated by a utopian authoritarianism. Before Martin Bernal’s
Black Athena (1988), George G. M. James’s Stolen Legacy (1989) simultane-
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THE USES OF ALIENATION

ously emphasised the white conspiracies that covered up the stolen legacy
of African science, reversing Hegelian thought by insisting upon the original

Afrofuturism does not stop at correcting the history of the future. Nor is it

African civilization.
Afrofuturism is by no means naively celebratory. The reactionary Mani-

a simple matter of inserting more black actors into science-fiction narratives. These methods are only baby steps towards the more totalizing real-

chaenism of the Nation of Islam, the regressive compensation mechanisms

ization that, in Greg Tate’s formulation, Afrodiasporic subjects live the

of Egyptology, Dogonesque cosmology, and the totalising reversals of Stolen
Legacy–style Afrocentricity are immediately evident. By excavating the polit-

estrangement that science-fiction writers envision. Black existence and science fiction are one and the same.

ical moments of such vernacular futurologies, a lineage of competing world-

In The Last Angel of History, Tate argued that “The form itself, the con-

views that seek to reorient history comes into focus. In identifying the
emergence and dissemination of belief systems, it becomes critical to ana-

ventions of the narrative in terms of the way it deals with subjectivity,
focuses on someone who is at odds with the apparatus of power in society

lyze how, in Gilroy’s words, “even as the movement that produced them

and whose profound experience is one of cultural dislocation, alienation and

fades, there remains a degree of temporal disturbance.”
By creating temporal complications and anachronistic episodes that disturb the linear time of progress, these futurisms adjust the temporal logics
that condemned black subjects to prehistory. Chronopolitically speaking,
these revisionist historicities may be understood as a series of powerful
competing futures that infiltrate the present at different rates.
Revisionist logic is shared by autodidact historians like Sun Ra and
George G. M. James of Stolen Legacy, and contemporary intellectuals such as
Toni Morrison, Greg Tate, and Paul D. Miller. Her argument that the African
slaves that experienced capture, theft, abduction, and mutilation were the
first moderns is important for positioning slavery at the heart of modernity.
The cognitive and attitudinal shift demanded by her statement also yokes
philosophy together with brutality, and binds cruelty to temporality. The
effect is to force together separated systems of knowledge, so as to disabuse
apparatuses of knowledge of their innocence.
Afrofuturism can be understood as an elaboration upon the implications
of Morrison’s revisionary thesis. In a 1991 interview with the writer Mark
Sinker, cultural critic Greg Tate suggested that the bar between the signifier
and the signified could be understood as standing for the Middle Passage
that separated signification (meaning) from sign (letter). This analogy of
racial terror with semiotic process spliced the world of historical trauma
with the apparatus of structuralism. The two genealogies crossbred with a
disquieting force that contaminated the latter and abstracted the former.

estrangement. Most science fiction tales dramatically deal with how the
individual is going to contend with these alienating, dislocating societies
and circumstances and that pretty much sums up the mass experiences of
black people in the postslavery twentieth century.”
At the century’s start, Dubois termed the condition of structural and
psychological alienation as double consciousness. The condition of alienation, understood in its most general sense, is a psychosocial inevitability
that all Afrodiasporic art uses to its own advantage by creating contexts that
encourage a process of disalienation. Afrofuturism’s specificity lies in assembling conceptual approaches and countermemorial mediated practices in
order to access triple consciousness, quadruple consciousness, previously
inaccessible alienations.
Imagine that later, on that night, after the site is sealed off, ready for the next
day, after the AAAP have all been disinfected, one of the archaeologists dreams
of six turntables; the realisation of the Invisible Man’s dream of hearing Louis
Armstrong’s “What Did I Have to Do to Be So Black and Blue” multiplied to the
power of 6.

THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL TURN
Afrofuturism uses extraterrestriality as a hyperbolic trope to explore the historical terms, the everyday implications of forcibly imposed dislocation, and
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the constitution of Black Atlantic subjectivities: from slave to negro to

to the Middle Passage. The effect is not to question the reality of slavery, but

coloured to evolué to black to African to African American.

to defamiliarize it through a temporal switchback that reroutes its implica-

Extraterrestriality thereby becomes a point of transvaluation through
which this variation over time, understood as forcible mutation, can become

tions through postwar social fiction, cultural fantasy, and modern science
fiction, all of which begin to seem like elaborate ways of concealing and

a resource for speculation. It should be understood not so much as escapism,

admitting trauma.

but rather as an identification with the potentiality of space and distance
within the high-pressure zone of perpetual racial hostility.
It is not that black subjectivities are waiting for science-fiction authors

BLACK-ATLAN TEAN MYTHOS

to articulate their lifeworlds. Rather, it is the reverse. The conventions of science fiction, marginalized within literature yet central to modern thought,

In 1997, this aesthetic of estrangement was pursued to its limit-point by
Drexciya, the group of enigmatic producers, synthesists, and designers oper-

can function as allegories for the systemic experience of post-slavery black

ating from Detroit. In the liner notes to their CD The Quest, Drexciya (1997)

subjects in the twentieth century. Science fiction, as such, is recast in the
light of Afrodiasporic history.
Afrofuturism therefore stages a series of enigmatic returns to the constitutive trauma of slavery in the light of science fiction. Isolating the enigmatic phrase “Apocalypse bin in effect” from the 1992 Public Enemy track
“Welcome to the Terradome,” Mark Sinker’s 1992 essay “Loving the Alien”
argued that this lyric could be interpreted to read that slavery functioned as
an apocalypse experienced as equivalent to alien abduction: “The ships
landed long ago: they already laid waste whole societies, abducted and genetically altered swathes of citizenry. . . . Africa and America—and so by extension Europe and Asia—are already in their various ways Alien Nation.”

proposed a science-fictional retelling of the Middle Passage. The
“Drexciyans” are water-breathing, aquatically mutated descendants of
“pregnant America-bound African slaves thrown overboard by the thousands during labour for being sick and disruptive cargo.”
Could it be possible for humans to breathe underwater? A foetus in its
mother’s womb is certainly alive in an aquatic environment. Is it possible
that they could have given birth at sea to babies that never needed air?
Recent experiments have shown mice able to breathe liquid oxygen, a premature human infant saved from certain death by breathing liquid oxygen
through its underdeveloped lungs. These facts combined with reported
sightings of Gillmen and Swamp Monsters in the coastal swamps of the

TEMPORAL SWITCHBACK
Afrofuturism approaches contemporary digital music as an intertext of recurring literary quotations that may be cited and used as statements capable of
imaginatively reordering chronology and fantasizing history. The lyrical statement is treated as a platform for historical speculation. Social reality and science fiction create feedback between each other within the same phrase. The
alien encounters and interplanetary abductions people experienced as delusions in the Cold War present had already occurred in the past, for real.
All the symptoms specific to a close encounter had already occurred on
a giant scale. The collective delusion of the close encounter is transplanted

South Eastern United States make the slave trade theory startlingly feasible.

In treating Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic (1993) as a science fiction which is
then developed through four-stage analysis of migration and mutation from
Africa to America, Drexciya have constructed a Black-Atlantean mythology
that successfully speculates on the evolutionary code of black subjectivity. In
turn, their project has inspired a series of paintings by the contemporary
African American abstract artist Ellen Gallagher, and responses in the form
of essays by the critics Ruth Mayer and Ben Williams.
Drexciya’s project has recently extended itself into space. For their Grava
4 CD, released in 2002, the group contacted the International Star Registry
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in Switzerland to purchase the rights to name a star. Having named and registered their star “Grava 4,” a new installment within their ongoing sonic
fiction is produced. In wrapping their speculative fiction around electronic
compositions that then locate themselves around an existing extraterrestrial space, Drexciya grant themselves the imperial right to nominate and
colonize interstellar space. The absurdity of buying and owning a distant
star in no way diminishes the contractual obligation of ownership that the
group entered into. The process of ratification therefore becomes the plat-
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Fabrication of Ancient Greece, 1785–1985. Piscataway, N.J.: Rutgers University Press.
Corbett, John. 1993. Brothers from Another Planet. In Extended Play: Sounding off from John
Cage to Dr. Funkenstein. Durham: Duke University Press, 1994.
Drexciya. 1997. Liner Notes. The Quest. Submerge SVE-8. Compact disk.
Ellington, Duke. 1993. The Race for Space. In The Duke Ellington Reader, edited by Mark Tucker.
New York: Oxford University Press.
Eshun, Kodwo. 1998. More Brilliant Than the Sun: Adventures in Sonic Fiction. London: Quartet
Books.
Fisher, Mark. 2000. SF Capital. Themepark magazine.
Gaba, Meshac. 2002. Short Guide to Documenta XI. Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz.

form for an unexpected intervention: a sono-fictional statement that fuses
the metaphorical with the juridical, and the synthetic with the cartographic.

Gilroy, Paul. 1993. The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double-Consciousness. Cambridge, Mass.:

Contractual fact meets sonic fiction meets astronomical mapping in a colo-

———. 1994. Living Memory: A Meeting with Toni Morrison. In Small Acts: Thoughts on the

nization of the contemporary audiovisual imagination in advance of military landing.
To conclude: Afrofuturism may be characterized as a program for recovering the histories of counter-futures created in a century hostile to Afrodiasporic projection and as a space within which the critical work of
manufacturing tools capable of intervention within the current political dispensation may be undertaken. The manufacture, migration, and mutation
of concepts and approaches within the fields of the theoretical and the
fictional, the digital and the sonic, the visual and the architectural exemplifies the expanded field of Afrofuturism considered as a multimedia project distributed across the nodes, hubs, rings, and stars of the Black Atlantic.
As a tool kit developed for and by Afrodiasporic intellectuals, the imperative
to code, adopt, adapt, translate, misread, rework, and revision these concepts, under the conditions specified in this essay, is likely to persist in the
decades to come.
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In this regard, we tried to follow the steps of people acting on the ground. We have to
acknowledge that since Rodney King and throughout Black Lives Matter it has been the violent
and unjust death of black lives in the US that has brought this issue of video as evidence to the
fore. For our How Does Video Become Evidence? episode we interviewed an NGO, a journalist,
and an activist member of Copwatch (citizen-organized camera brigades which try to reduce
police violence by recording interactions with the police) all of which are involved in the legal
accountability of video evidence. While some of Inhabitants’s episodes are more exploratory,
fictional, and even speculative in tone, for episodes such as this one our aim is to make content
that may be practical and useful for people on the ground. So we listed what makes a video legal
in court, as well as how to film violence safely, and then redirected our viewers to the proper
agents and activist groups.
MM: Much of your focus is dedicated to issues related with social justice, but also the
defense of anti-extraction politics proposing a turn towards the green revolution. Can you
elaborate on your thematic outreach and lines of programming over the past seasons?
In two years we have produced up to twenty-five videos, some of which on very different
subjects and with very different aesthetics. And yet we feel are still learning how to work with
complex issues in short-format video while keeping things formally interesting. Unlike other
platforms we are not so much interested in a coherent theme, but in maintaining rigor and formal
experimentation in our approach. But true, if we had to summarize we’d say environmental and
social justice are the most recurrent themes.
For example, starting with our episode A Brief History of Geoengineering, which looks at the
economic interests behind technologies that aim at engineering the climate (carbon capture and
so on), we have focused on environmental issues. This has translated into episodes on antiresource extraction movements, for which we began to collaborate for the first time with activists
for a better video distribution, while also making sure the videos are useful to them.
However, in recent episodes and with our recent invitations to other filmmakers to contribute to
Inhabitants we have begun to focus on identity, gender, and indigenous rights. This is something
we will keep working in the near future and would like to open up further as we get the means to
pay other artists.
MM: Inhabitants is also an open platform where other filmmakers and researchers
contribute with films and share their research through moving image. The cautious
selection of its contributors and development of its distribution strategies which aim
beyond viral statistics is also an important matter. Can you tell us what is your circulation
strategy?
Inhabitants is more of an editorial platform than an author-based video website. Although we
produce most of our videos, the aim has always been to open Inhabitants up to other filmmakers.
This is something we are increasingly focusing on for this coming third year of operation: not
only funding and showcasing politically-focused filmmakers but also hopefully connecting their
work with activist groups and movements and considering that part of the production that has to

happen for an online video to reach its audience. For the moment, Inhabitants isn’t really a selfsustainable model, yet we hope to work further in this regard.
In terms of distribution we’ve also realized that instead of aiming for a video to go “viral” it is
rather more interesting to be in touch with activist groups and make sure they get access to the
content, that they find it useful, and that we time each episode launch according to their calendar
of events—something we’ve begun to do since For an Oil Free Future. Given the rise of paid
Facebook ads and of companies that buy and sell rights to show “viral” videos, there is a
growing industry making content circulate that escapes the biological metaphor of contagion and
of the so-called horizontality of social media techno-utopianism. We will continue to research
meaningful ways to sidestep this type of distribution, the middlemen it creates, and the further
concentration of power it can contribute to.
MM: Several of your episodes address resource management and follow recent struggles,
such as the fight against oil and gas extraction in Portugal or the emerging Deep Sea
Mining plans that are projected for the Pacific and Atlantic ridges projected to be a series
of episodes in 2017/2018. These particular episodes are built as a series, tackling the
complexity such themes from multiple angles and deploying diverse formal strategies,
documental but also humorous. Can you talk a bit about this?
The video series are a way of approaching complex subject matter that demand of us a more
narrative, chapter-like format, with each episode in the series focusing on a single aspect. We
began the video series format with our Anthropocene Issue episodes, continued with the anti-oil
extraction series For an Oil Free Future, which reacted to recent attempts at oil drilling and
fracking in Portugal, and are at the moment producing a five-part series on Deep Sea Mining.
The latter is allowing us to mix data-visualization episodes on the mining economy or deep sea
biodiversity with more interview-based episodes in the Azores, for example, where we will meet
with local groups. Doing so also allows us to test diverse techniques, as you suggest, breaking
with preconceived ideas about what a journalistic or activist video should look like. We have had
some great surprises regarding how people are using the episodes!

Serge Abramovici
Université de Porto

L'héritage
Réunis en ce lieu pour proposer diverses approches et lectures des textes d'Edouard Glissant, nous
en postulons l'originalité sans la circonscrire. C'est celle-ci que je vais tâcher de poser maintenant,
en la relativisant dans un contexte à la fois historique, géographique et linguistique. Chacun de nous
va tenter tour à tour de formuler l'indicible circulant dans – et non pas «sous» – le texte de Glissant,
de mettre à jour l'usage privé du matériau public qu'est la langue, cet usage intime qui restitue au
monde un sens et une cohérence par le travail de l'énonciation. Le lecteur n'a pourtant accès qu'à
cette seule langue publique et il doit la reconnaître avant de l'interpréter. Je voudrais dégager
l'identité du texte de Glissant en tant que point de rencontre de formes «identiques», i.e. communes.
1. GÉNÉRALITÉS
a) Toute parole individuelle déborde son auteur. S'y expriment un temps et un lieu – un état de la
langue – ainsi qu'une situation socio-culturelle, par rapport à une maîtrise et un usage dominant – au
sens propre de domination.
b) La parole littéraire se caractérise par l'adéquation d'un «objet» extra-linguistique à un discours
métalinguistique réflexif. Les choix qu'elle entreprend impliquent simultanément une restriction du
champ du réel et une exploration parallèle des possibles de la langue – tant au niveau du lexique que
de la syntaxe. La littérature évolue en accompagnant les phénomènes socio-politiques qui
déterminent le choix de son objet, et en prenant conscience d'une autonomie qui l'amène à
privilégier de plus en plus son discours métalinguistique. L'état de cette conscience informe
l'écriture de chaque auteur mais n'est déployée que par cette écriture même. (Par exemple, la
remarquable précision des concordances entre les divers temps du passé chez Proust correspond,
derrière l'intention déclarée de rechercher le «temps perdu», à la conscience du temps mesuré d'une
classe et d'un ordre social en extinction; ou encore, la multiplication des subordonnées chez Racine,
mimétique de la complexité du sentiment amoureux mis en scène, traduit également l'ambivalence
de la fascination exercée par la nouvelle monarchie absolue, etc.).
c) Sous-ensemble de la littérature, la poésie a élaboré une parole distincte en valorisant le jeu
régulier d'unités minimales – non codées sémantiquement –: le phonème et la syllabe. Pendant des
siècles, cette contrainte s'est réalisée sous une forme fixe, le vers, qui n'a été que tardivement mis en
cause et qui demeure néanmoins, sous la forme dite «libre», la marque d'identification de la poésie,
le signe d'appartenance d'un texte au sous-ensemble poésie.
Tout auteur doit donc, quelles que soient les raisons qu'il s'avoue, prendre position vis-à-vis de ce
matériau linguistique où il inscrit sa parole, vis-à-vis d'une tradition littéraire ou poétique qui résiste
aux innovations individuelles, vis-à-vis enfin d'une conscience de soi de la littérature, façonnée par
des structures socio-politiques, qui échappe en partie à chaque auteur qui la réactualise en écrivant.
Aussi la «situation» de l'auteur apparaît-elle conditionnante.
2. SITUATION
a) Édouard Glissant est antillais. Ce qui signifie que ses racines historiques et culturelles remontent
à une phase singulière de l'Histoire occidentale: la découverte et la colonisation des Amériques, les
«Indes nouvelles». Racines tout à fait particulières, puisque les cultures indigènes antérieures sont
anéantis, mais que les colons, déracinés eux-mêmes, n'apportent guère que des reflets de la culture
occidentale qu'ils ont abandonnée et de laquelle ils seront désormais «à l'écart», sans que les
ressources locales leur permettent d'échafauder une culture nouvelle comme les américains ont pu
en engendrer une. Le champ d'îles" antillais est linguistiquement morcelé – au niveau des langues
dominantes aussi bien que des différents créoles et pidgins qui s'y élaborent. La coupure vis-à-vis
des deux continents, l'ancien et le nouveau, se redouble d'un éclatement interne où l'insularité limite
échanges et horizons.

b) Édouard Glissant est un poète noir. Le déracinement des colons paraît pâle en regard de celui des
esclaves. La différence de peau maintient vivace la conscience d'une histoire d'inégalité et
d'oppression, ainsi que le lien avec un autre continent, a terre mère phantasmatique, pillée, saignée,
violée, qui a préservé toutefois son «originalité» culturelle. Cette culture, essentiellement orale, a
été transportée par les esclaves africains et, si elle s'est «métissée» aux Antilles, demeure
identifiable –bien que le racisme tout-puissant dans la société antillaise, qui a poussé le raffinement
jusqu'à nommer chacun selon la proportion de sang «noir» dont il est porteur, ait longtemps refusé
d'accorder droit de cité à cette culture.
c) Édouard Glissant est martiniquais. La langue dominante est le français. Les convulsions de
l'Histoire de France ont eu dans les Antilles françaises des échos importants – la figure de Toussaint
Louverture reste à cet égard exemplaire –, mais, en règle générale, l'éloignement géographique les
atténue et sauvegarde une domination végétative de type colonial, puis néocolonial. Les limites de
l'île, son climat et sa nature volcanique préservent également un contact, une conscience des forces
originelles non encore soumises à l'homme. L'écart recouvre une différence capitale où l'île
s'oppose à la ville – i. e. n’accompagne pas l'évolution urbaine de la «métropole».
La situation surdétermine en grande partie les choix de l'auteur. En outre, elle altère radicalement le
sens même des options prises dans la mesure où varie la conscience des valeurs de domination
affectées à ces options. Autrement dit, si l'on compare par exemple certain poème d'Edouard
Glissant avec tel poème d'un poète de la métropole comme Yves Bonnefoy (je pense en particulier
au recueil Pierre écrite), sauteront immédiatement aux yeux d'une part l'écart thématique, lexical,
etc., d'autre part une similitude formelle quant au choix du type de vers «libre», compté et
généralement pair, semé d'alexandrins. Or cette similitude notable ne dérive pas de démarches
identiques: l'opposition de Bonnefoy au surréalisme n'est pas motivée par une relation comparable à
celle de Glissant à Césaire, même si l'analogie formelle permet d'établir une certaine parenté,
assumée d'ailleurs volontiers par les auteurs. Le paradoxe de l'écriture énoncé par Jorge Luis Borges
dans sa parabole «Pierre Ménard, auteur du Quichotte» reste valable.
Mais nous avons déjà anticipé sur les choix d'écriture d'Edouard Glissant.
3. DESCRIPTION
a) La décadence du vers compté fut, au siècle dernier, remarquablement rapide. Rappelons quelques
paliers significatifs dans ce processus : introduction d'irrégularités systématiques avec la vogue des
anciennes formes fixes (autour des «Orientales»); conception du poème en prose (Bertrand d'abord,
puis Baudelaire); démantèlement de l'alexandrin, création du vers libre et du poème en prose
(Rimbaud). Le vers "libre", ni compté ni rimé, se standardise au cours de notre siècle: irrégularité
totale et correspondance vers-segment syntaxique. On constate chez plusieurs poètes une évolution
tendant vers le vers long, proche de la prose rythmée, notamment chez André Breton et Benjamin
Péret, tandis que ce vers domine d'emblée chez Claudel ou Saint John Perse. Or le vers de Glissant,
dès les années cinquante, est un vers compté.
Le vers chez Glissant envahit même les poèmes en prose: on retrouve derrière la disposition en
paragraphes d'«Étai», en redistribuant la phrase selon ses segments syntaxiques, les vers, quasiréguliers, voire quasi-rimés:
Sampan rêvant (mourant naissait)
nous te hélions notre forêt
il y avait la croix d'orfraie
et pour nos rêves ton empan
et sur nos lèvres tes serments
b) Vers comptés ne signifie pas vers réguliers. Le «vers libre» de Glissant est construit à partir de
deux modules, de 4 et 6 syllabes. Le nombre de combinaisons est très vaste: 4 + 4 = octosyllabe, 4 + 6
= décasyllabe, 6 + 6 ou 4 + 4 + 4 = alexandrin, 6 + 8 – 14 syllabes... D'une part, ce sont bien là les
deux modules à partir desquels s'est historiquement structurée la poésie classique française – i. e. le
vers pair –; d'autre part, ces deux modules organisent le vers «majeur» français, l'alexandrin, aussi
bien sous sa forme classique – deux hémistiches – qu'hugolienne – le trimètre.

Dans «Abrupt», la reprise de la négation «Non pas le champ» constituant le sixième vers souligne
rétrospectivement la construction du premier vers, où le décasyllabe contient nettement un
hémistiche d'alexandrin :
v. 1 Non pas le chant, étal sur ton désert.
Il en va de même pour l'autre décasyllabe :
v. 3 Limon des morts dans ta mort entablés
alors qu'au contraire l'hémistiche est absent des quatre premiers alexandrins :
v. 4 Un rire pour qu'un mort ensable sa blessure
v. 5 Un cri un nœud un lourd aplomb de têtes chues
v. 7 Mais cette pierre dans ta main où crie le vent
v. 8 Et rêvent des oiseaux blessés des fruits des mots.
L'alexandrin est ici désarticulé par la syntaxe qui déplace la césure. Au mieux, on trouve un trimètre
(vers 5). C'est-à-dire que la négation initiale du "chant" se traduit par la réminiscence de
l'alexandrin dont l'hémistiche hante les premiers vers mais qui ne se réalise véritablement qu'au
dernier vers :
v. 10 Le sang rivé vivant dans la nuit sans autan.
Nous sommes à l'évidence dans une poésie post-rimbaldienne, où la désarticulation se pose comme
la donnée initiale que Glissant s'efforce de dépasser pour reconstruire le chant. Cette tentative
correspond, nous le verrons, sur le plan thématique à la transformation du cri originel.
c) L'ambivalence du travail sur l'alexandrin, à la fois présent et désarticulé, se retrouve
significativement dans les différentes syntaxes expérimentées à chaque section des «grands
poèmes» que sont Les Indes et Le Sel noir, de l'invocation à la narration épique. Les formes fixes de
la poésie française constituent le matériau poétique, hérité en phase de décomposition, que Glissant
doit recomposer, car la liberté du vers, tout comme les libertés politiques, est le privilège historique
des dominants. Pour la conquérir, Glissant doit refaire le parcours de l'histoire, en l'assimilant et la
corrigeant, de la forme fixe (ex.: sonnet VERTIGE DES TEMPS FROIDS) aux archaïsmes
syntaxiques qui confèrent aux Indes ce ton particulier de prophétie au passé.
Cette description, forcément très grossière, de la prosodie de Glissant (j'ai dû laisser de côté le vers
de 14 syllabes qui prédomine dans les poèmes et se ramène le plus souvent à l’«alexandrin allongé»
– selon la terminologie de J. Roubaud:
Prenez-moi dans l'été qui n'a pas de printemps, ô cri («Acclamation»)
permet de rendre compte de la duplicité des choix puisqu'ils relèvent à chaque fois de l'adoption
d'un moule et du rejet d'un modèle. L'écriture de Glissant diffère finalement de toute autre au niveau
formel parce que les choix qui ont pu mener à l'élection de moules comparables n'étaient pas
imposés par les mêmes prémisses situationnelles, et que les refus n'obéissaient pas aux mêmes
motivations.
4. POSITIONS
a) En dehors de tout rapport interpersonnel, il paraît indéniable que le discours d'Edouard Glissant
s'oppose à celui d'Aimé Césaire qui l'a précédé en tant qu'affirmation d'une originalité poétique
martiniquaise, non seulement en ce qui concerne le choix des concepts – «Antilles» plutôt que
«Tropiques» – mais aussi dans le domaine des choix formels – le «mètre» contre le «souffle» – et
des sympathies littéraires. L'opposition se marque négativement chez Glissant, par l'absence de
référence au surréalisme – voire à Lautréamont, auquel Césaire a consacré un essai. Le choix formel
est en partie déterminé par une concurrence locale, et l'opposition mètre/souffle recouvre une
distance politique: l'élan de texte de Césaire est lié à sa spontanéité et son ampleur représente un
phénomène unique; toute reprise ne saurait aller au-delà d'un faible écho; du reste, Glissant n'a pas
ménagé ses critiques aux imitations que Césaire a pu, sinon encourager, susciter. En tant que prise
de parole, le «souffle» de Césaire, dans sa violence même, est reconnu par Glissant comme une
libération, mais le modèle proposé perd les vertus de liberté qu'il pouvait virtuellement posséder en
métropole, faute de comprendre l'autre" modèle, tutélaire et historique, contre lequel il se dresse.

b) La première phase de l'œuvre poétique de Glissant apparaît en effet essentiellement tournée vers
l’«Autre» – le passé, le métropolitain – , animée par une dynamique d'appropriation et de
remodelage, en faisant intervenir le point de vue du noir comme contre-point dialectique, restituant
à celui-ci, traité comme objet au cours de l'Histoire, sa "dignité" de sujet –collectif – , lui
découvrant des frères victimes et opprimés: l'Indien, le paysan européen (Gabelles), l'Africain.
Aussi Glissant réclame-t-il l'héritage culturel et historique dont ces peuples ont été spoliés. Il ne
s'agit pas seulement de prendre la parole, mais d'assumer le long silence qui aura été l'envers de la
parole monopolisée par l'Autre – l'Européen. L'inscription au sein d'une tradition poétique
occidentale caractérisée par la contrainte surgit comme une nécessité. (Nous n'avons abordé que la
problématique du vers, mais Glissant reprend, tout autant que la contrainte prosodique, la
distinction des genres, la délimitation d'un lexique – nettement différencié du lexique romanesque,
par exemple –, etc.).
c) La gestion de l'héritage amène Glissant à renouer avec toutes ses racines – celles possédant leur
histoire comme celles dépossédées de la leur – et à les nouer entre elles. L'originalité se situe au
niveau de la conscience des origines diverses, mais ne se matérialise que lorsque le langage traduit à
tous les niveaux ce "métissage culturel" – Glissant partage ce concept avec Alejo Carpentier. Il est
aisé de vérifier une progression dans l'œuvre d'Edouard Glissant, au cours de laquelle ce métissage
s'effectue par greffes successives, des premiers poèmes analysés plus hauts où les formes
«traditionnelles», à la fois respectées et désarticulées, sont d'emblée identifiables – i. e. où
l’originalité se situe principalement au niveau de la thématique et du lexique afférent –, à ceux de
Boises, envahis par le créole, tant au niveau du lexique que de la syntaxe, où les contraintes héritées
n'ordonnent plus le vers et qui ne s'adressent plus au même lecteur – l'identification du moule
assurait la lisibilité du texte comme du projet par le Français métropolitain; l'héritage disputé
désignait, nous y reviendrons, un lecteur représentant de l’«altérité»/autorité. Au bout de ce trajet, le
choix initial de la contrainte ne s'est avéré nécessaire que pour permettre la libération, l'accession,
au-delà de l'originalité individuelle, à l'autonomie des moyens poétiques – quand Césaire, dans un
interview, considère infranchissable le fossé entre l'usage domestique du créole et l'écriture
poétique.
L'héritage poétique formel devait être revendiqué afin de pouvoir être dépassé. Cette problématique
fonde par ailleurs la modernité qui, à partir de Baudelaire, a transformé la poésie française depuis
un peu plus d'un siècle. L'identité de la démarche a inévitablement amené Glissant à assumer une
position vis-à-vis de la poésie française moderne, en la considérant aussi bien de l'intérieur – de par
la contemporanéité – qu'en adoptant une optique singulière, marquée par l'altérité – en raison de sa
situation. Les articles critiques publiés dans les «Lettres nouvelles», puis rassemblés dans
l'Intention poétique, nous éclairent sur l'optique de Glissant qui n'est pas sans informer sa poétique.
5. ASCENDANTS
a) La modernité analysée par Glissant est post-baudelairienne. Pourtant les critères sous-jacents
retenus pour rassembler les poètes, de Rimbaud à Bonnefoy, s'avèrent ceux-là mêmes retenus par
Baudelaire, à savoir:
– la désarticulation (Walter Benjamin a mis en lumière comment l'écriture de Baudelaire s'efforce
d'intégrer les chocs produits par une civilisation urbaine dans sa prosodie). Glissant explique que le
processus de désarticulation correspond à un changement d'objet poétique («abandon de la Muse»);
– la réflexivité, qui incorpore l'écriture à l'objet – ce critère justifie, en dernier ressort, l'absence de
Breton et Péret, tandis que Reverdy, Char ou Leiris sont présents. La reconnaissance du cri et sa
modulation se trouvent au centre de la palette thématique de Glissant (du point de vue statistique, le
cri paraît dominer sur tout autre élément lexical); elles semblent directement répondre au premier
«cri nègre» de Rimbaud dans Mauvais sang. C'est ce cri, en tant que mot perçant dans l'é-cri-ture
mais noyé par elle, qui rend l'écriture problématique, qui fait qu'elle ne saurait être une donnée
«naturelle»;

– le refus de ce monde, la quête de l'impossible exotisme – que Glissant synthétise en l'«autre».
Glissant sélectionne ceux qui sont effectivement partis, ceux qui ont abandonné le «milieu trop
artiste» et parisien que Rimbaud dénonçait à propos de Baudelaire.
b) La poésie française n'a pu en effet se reconstruire qu'en se «métissant», en découvrant de
nouveaux matériaux dans des cultures autres qui se refusent à la pénétration et conservent leur
caractère d’«altérité». Ainsi, avec divers degrés de compréhension intuitive, Segalen et Claudel
sont-ils confrontés à l'Orient, Leiris à l'Afrique et, surtout, Saint-John Perse à ses Antilles
originelles. Le choc, d'une toute autre force que ceux intégrés par Baudelaire dans sa prosodie qui
se ramènent à une accélération dans la création d'images, atteint les structures profondes de la
langue et résonne sur la syntaxe qui se densifie dans sa forme – élision de connecteurs, présentatifs,
etc. – et dans son propos – tout est métaphore et toutes les métaphores tendent à l'impératif.
c) L’«altérité» se pose comme source de forces balayant la mondanité. Si Baudelaire occupe une
place charnière, c'est parce que l'urbanisation lui apparaît, avec l'étouffement et la normalisation
dont elle est porteuse, définitive. C'est la conscience de la coupure, de l'impasse, qui par réaction
déclenche l'affirmation catégorique, voire prophétique, des poètes modernes et réinvestit leur
écriture, sinon de pouvoirs, d'une mission. Or, les poètes modernes ont renoué le contact avec la
nature – contact ininterrompu dans les "autres" cultures rencontrées. La Sorgue pour Char témoigne
de la présence vive des forces originelles que les murs de l'urbanisation barraient, tout comme le blé
pour Claudel, le ciel pour Segalen, les «vents» pour Saint-John Perse et, bien sûr, la Lézarde et les
mornes pour Glissant. En contrepartie, il s'agit toujours pour les premiers de parcours poétiques
solitaires où le poète doit s'écarter de la métropole pour entreprendre une revalorisation du monde et
de la parole, tandis que Glissant en Afrique retrouve ses origines et prétend à une voix «plurielle»,
représentative d'une culture antillaise, longtemps réduite au silence, dépossédée certes mais qui s'est
maintenue vivante et à laquelle il reste à donner une formulation poétique.
Ainsi, le projet poétique de Glissant ne saurait se confondre avec les postures de poètes
métropolitains auxquels il peut sembler formellement s'apparenter. Il existe un hiatus entre une
ambition culturelle antillaise, donc localement définie, et l'inscription d'une écriture au sein des
courants de la modernité métropolitaine. La situation de Glissant conduit à des positions
contradictoires sur le plan tant poétique que politique.
6. CONTRADICTIONS
a) Glissant a vécu et étudié en métropole. Sa langue est initialement celle de l'«Autre». Or le travail
d'appropriation de l'héritage, entrepris individuellement par le poète en tant que représentant de
l’«altérité», implique une résistance à l'assimilation qui signifierait acculturation. L’«expérience de
l'Europe», l'approche de l’«autre» et de son milieu urbain, ne transparaissent guère dans les textes
«littéraires» de Glissant, sinon sublimées dans une réécriture du passé. En fait, il y a pratiquement
gommage, effacement de cette expérience où l’«altérité» est, du point de vue formel, à peine
discernable de l'intégration. A la page 55 de Soleil de la Conscience, nous trouvons un court texte
descriptif de type impressionniste :
Ainsi, sur la laine du bruit, quelque objet de silence s'élève, mais si vaste. C'est par exemple le
signal du matin, qui vient et va sur la charrette du laitier. C'est l'autobus qui ne s'arrête pas à cette
heure, et que je suis dans sa course : étoile filante dont le bruit décroît comme la lumière d'une
comète en allée. L'homme porte son mouvement vers les vitrines attentives; une rue qui s'éveille a
plus de réticences qu'un chat. Qui s'arrête et contemple? Ici la pensée organise l'exposition des
oripeaux, et le charme s'éternise. Là des chats géants grattent la terre, l'acier du silence et la
croyance sans objet...
Nous le retrouvons, écrit sous forme de poème dans Le Sang rivé :
Villes
Sur la laine du bruit quelque objet de silence, mais si vaste.
Il y va de l'amour, de son mouvement vers les vitrines attentives. Qui s'arrête et contemple? Ici la
pensée organise l'exposition des oripeaux, et le charme s'éternise.
Là des chats géants grattent la terre, l'acier du silence et la croyance sans objet.

Si les remaniements obéissent à des contraintes prosodiques – rassemblement et soulignement des
allitérations (en [v] du vers 1 au vers 2, en [p], [i] et [z] au vers 3), introduction de vers comptés
(alexandrin: Sur la laine du bruit quelque objet de silence, hémistiche: Il y va de l'amour) et surtout
rapprochement des termes inversés, objet et silence (avec transformation sémantique du premier,
par la négation sans et le passage du concret à l’abstrait) – , la part du texte délaissée apparaît aussi
importante que celle retenue. Ont disparu les objets qui matérialisaient le bruit: l'autobus, la rue,
c'est-à-dire les éléments d'un sème «urbain» qui ne subsiste que dans le titre, très rimbaldien. Avec
l'élimination de cette référence, est effacé le travail poétique de création d'images – association
systématique d'un élément «naturel» à l'élément citadin : la comète et l'autobus, le chat et la rue –
au profit de la métaphore morale – l'amour remplace l'homme. Ce qui a été gommé dénonçait en
quelque sorte une intégration menaçant la situation d'altérité brandie par Glissant.
b) L’altérité affichée n'acquiert de statut que dans la mesure où elle est reconnue comme telle. Or la
reconnaissance effective de Glissant – prix littéraires, publication chez divers grands éditeurs de la
métropole – est celle d'une valeur assimilable. Même le présent colloque ne saurait approcher
l'antillanité –comme altérité – de Glissant qu'en tant que limite de lecture et d'analyse, et cerne
nécessairement son appartenance à la langue française, son incorporation à l'héritage futur.
c) Le projet politique et culturel de Glissant dépend directement de son public. A partir de 1960 et
pour une période de presque vingt ans, la production poétique de Glissant semble s'interrompre – et
nous avons constaté que lorsqu'elle reprend, avec Boises, la langue et la prosodie ont changé – au
profit de la prose : romans, théâtre, essais. Cette démarche semble indiquer un souci d'élargissement
du public tout autant que l'investissement d'autres domaines de l'institution littéraire. Une littérature
antillaise suppose la multiplication des auteurs et des lecteurs. L'élaboration de cette littérature est
une entreprise nécessairement à long terme. Glissant occupe une position difficile: tout poète se
veut à la fois individu et intermédiaire; dans quelle mesure sa reconnaissance en tant qu'individu par
1’«Autre» ne va-t-elle pas à l'encontre de sa reconnaissance en tant qu'intermédiaire, que
représentant d'une antillanité débordant le cadre du simple exotisme, à l'encontre donc de son
projet? L'appropriation de l'héritage métropolitain n'aura constitué qu'un palier; celle de la tradition
orale africaine et créole pose d'autres problèmes, notamment en ce qui concerne le passage à
l'écriture – car cette culture orale implique aussi une part d'héritage de silence; la découverte – qui
est aussi invention – du champ littéraire antillais s'étendra sur plusieurs générations. Le risque serait
que la reconnaissance de l'auteurité de Glissant dont nous sommes ici les témoins escamote son
altérité, que l'opacité du texte de Glissant se fasse miroir.

Louis Henderson
THE SEA IS HISTORY
By Louis Henderson

***

And the last lines she read were:
“If this was done—they promised—the revived huacas would turn the world around and
destroy the Spaniards by sending sickness and floods to their cities, the ocean rising to erase
any memory of their existence.”1

***

She was standing at the edges of Lago Enriquillo, a huge, hyper-salinated lake towards the
west of the Dominican Republic, on the border with Haiti. The lake had been flooding the
surrounding land, and in the process destroying villages, trees, farmland, and consequently the
lives and habitats of the local people and animals. A plantation of dead palm trees, erect and
half-submerged in brown water, leafless, lifeless, still, shimmered in its own reflection. Some
people said the rise in the lake’s water level was due to climate change and the warming of
the Global Ocean. Others said it was for other reasons. Some expounded tales of governmentorganised floods to release hidden oil under the lake’s bed, whilst others told of a corrupt
local dam project that syphoned its excess water towards the channels that fed the lake. Yet
Lago Enriquillo was getting saltier—perhaps the ocean was seeping in through underground
torrents? Regardless of the real reasons for the water’s expansion, she looked at the lake as a
present example of an apocalyptic future bound up with a certain past—a past that perhaps
contained the code to a different future.
It was here on this island, she thought, that the Spaniards first arrived and were thus
discovered by the indigenous of this land. A moment in which two cultures met, yet the
potentially productive Relation was irretrievably lost from the beginning and the violence that
ensued. It was here on this island, she thought, that the plantation system was first developed
to the degree that allowed for global capitalism to take its hold on the earth. An economic
system based on the domination and mass exploitation of a local labor force, and eventually,
after the near-total destruction of the native population, growth in the Old World was secured
through the uprooting and transportation of a faraway labor force. “Slavery, the root of
modern-day capitalism,” she said, and then: “capitalism, the root of our present ecological
crisis.” The island in which she found herself at that moment started to take on the shape of a
circle closing in on itself—a snake eating its own tail: Ouroboros. This history had designed
its own death from the very beginning, a hell-bent process of extraction at every level.
Metabolic rift after metabolic rift, until nothing would be left of what was once there.

1
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As the sun set over the sea, the moon was already rising on the other side of the bay, and she
thought of a word: phoenix. Creation from destruction. Life from death. Resurrection and
rebirth. The end signalling a new beginning. The island had generated these beginnings that
foretold their own ending, yet all was not irretrievably lost. “Think of what has been created
here,” she said, “resistance to oppression sustained by many different beings, and amongst the
violence and the horror of civilization, new unknown and unforeseen cultures emerged from
the wreckage.” Perhaps the becoming creole of the Caribbean could be precisely the global
force for the future of all new possible worldings—based on an identity built upon a poetics
of Relation. This Relation Identity could appear (and had appeared) through the chaotic
errantry that would encourage an experience of contact amongst different cultures. It would
be (and has been) an identity unconcerned with territorial claims of filiation and the legitimate
ownership of land or knowledge, and in fact would have (and has had) no claims to a territory,
as this Caribbean would be (and had been) a rhizomed land—from which one “gives-on-andwith rather than grasps.”2
Geodynamics asks of a mountain: What ocean were you before you were what you are now?
And looking at the mountain sierras of Bahoruco and Neiba, she thought of how the lake was
once part of the Caribbean Sea, how it divided the island in two, and how when the sea levels
dropped between the hills, what was left was this below-sea-level salty lake. Underfoot were
shells, and underground were corals. She inhabited the negative space left behind within the
imprint of a prehistoric coral reef, once teeming with many species of aquatic animals and
now vibrating with their fossilised non-presence. The corals were frozen in different forms,
reflecting the undersea currents of a past time, and as such she understood them to be not dead
but rather existing within a different ontological sphere, in which life was coeval with death.
This fossilised coral reef was like the graveyard in downtown Port-au-Prince: a space for the
living dead. She picked up a shell and examined it—trying to pry inside the secrets it might
have held. Yet the shell remained closed and kept its black, pearly riches behind its opaque
camouflage (the beach might have been black from volcanic sands: the burning beach).
The palaeontologist walking beside her explained that he was studying these buried coral
reefs to try and find out the ways in which these creatures once lived—in order to find ways
that their brother and sister corals could continue to live in the present. Almost 80 percent of
all coral has died in the Caribbean due to the rise in sea temperatures in recent years. Corals
create a refuge for algae called zooxanthellae, and zooxanthellae provide necessary
chlorophyll for coral photosynthesis—together they create a symbiotic habitat in which they
mutually protect one another and generate the flourishing of life. When the sea is too warm,
corals expel zooxanthellae and thus start the process of their own death: through the
impossibility of photosynthesis, the corals stop metabolizing and begin to bleach. They turn a
ghostly white and start to die. Recent eco-projects in the Dominican Republic have started to
try and grow coral again to re-create the submarine ecosystems that allow for sea life to thrive;
yet they insist on growing a single, particularly strong genus of coral. These mono-cultural
coral plantations do not contain the necessary diversity to sustain their growth, and so they too
begin to die.
Yet the palaeontologist believed that nonetheless, even faced with extinction, the corals of the
Caribbean still have the chance to live. It is through learning from the dead that he could find
new ways in which the corals can transform and mutate and become other forms of
2
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multispecied ecosystems—as ways to continue to live with and through their dead, and beyond
the boundary event that could be called the Plantationocene, the Capitalocene, the Petrolocene
(our current geological moment). The paleontologist held in his hand a large, white piece of
fossilised coral that perhaps indicated this post-Anthropocenic future. He explained to her that
he held in fact three pieces of coral in one— three pieces of coral that do not live in such intense
proximity anymore, but that did once live as cohabitants in a polyphonic refuge. His argument
was that if we could work out possible ways of creating precisely these kinds of multispecied
assemblages, then we would have a much greater chance of allowing life, in some form or
another, to continue to exist after the inevitable end of the world as we know it.
And so she said to him:
“One way to live and die well as mortal critters in the Chthulucene is to join forces to
reconstitute refuges, to make possible partial and robust biological-cultural-politicaltechnological recuperation and recomposition, which must include mourning irreversible
losses. There are so many losses already, and there will be many more. Renewed generative
flourishing cannot grow from myths of immortality or failure to become-with the dead and the
extinct.”3
And then, she heard…
“[…]in the dark ears of ferns
and in the salt chuckle of rocks
with their sea pools, there was the sound
like a rumour without any echo
of History, really beginning.”4
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Perder de vista
À medida que delas nos
afastamos
as coisas são mais concretas e
complexas.
Porém, a partir de certa distância
tornam-se elas
e nós
irreais e vagas
feridas de incerteza até.
Assim será com todas
ou apenas com aquelas
que exigem recuo
e rumo?
As que carecem de história
passível de ser narrada
e nela lavam as mãos?

12
Plus encore que mon maître
à penser
tu es devenu
mon maître à rêver.

13
E enquanto as ilhas fumegam
como pratos de uma sopa
sumptuosa,
três homens ébrios
encabeçam um cortejo
e entoam uma litania:
«tenho sede de voltar».
Medito sobre os trabalhos
forçados
sobre a escrita
sobre.
Sobre a fábula dos caminhos
fabricados pata ante pata
por animais e homens
de madrugada brusca.

14
Sopé e Pico
Pisando as negras tábuas da lei
sei de um saber inútil
fútil
proibido
que há partes do corpo que eu
carrego
embora não queiram pertencerme.

15
Estamos perante o primeiro
círculo
de desmoronamento.
É aqui que se apurou
a arte da cerca e do murete
da sebe e da senda
num mundo já sem paredes
frente à muralha do mar.

16
O silêncio fez-se sol
e está agora suspenso
num tecto de bruma.
Frente a uma porta vermelha
bebo uma sangria
com sabor a feira
e a pó levantado.

17
Santo em combate
Os silvados disparam
salvas de pássaros
metralham chilreios
a despropósito.
Sim
são tão-só
páginas em branco.

18
Impossível colher uma flor
entre as inúmeras.
Impossível escolher um sexo
por entre os sexos.
Intransitiva é
a oferenda.

19
S. Jorge
Entre a torre de vigia e o farol
os nascentes já não chegam a
poentes.
E o navio não navega
de um cais para outro cais.
S. Jorge virou baleia
eternamente levante:
leva um dragão no porão
e um santo na barriga.

20
És o meu anjo
de perna traçada.
Estás ali
no primeiro plano
de uma pintura antiga
e corroída.
Sorris como uma criança
que acabou de descobrir
até que ponto é possível
esconder-se atrás da luz
em plena luz.

21
Salmo a seco
O amor praga
e eu insecto
elevado a número astronómico
pouso em pose sobre a chaga.
E eu chuva
odiosa
copiosa.
E tu chave do reino
também dura fechadura.

no Faial
a 14 de Julho de 2011

nunca mãe.

5
Sim, são ilhas, senhor,
do tamanho de olhos.
E a ilha, senhor,
é esse lugar
singular em seu mar míope
que nos fala ao mesmo tempo
como seu antepassado
e seu próprio descendente.

6
Água
rodeada de terra amnésica.
Solo
debruçado sobre a memória
de haver mar
apenas.

10
Dar tudo e só
o que nos escapa
e nos passa ao lado.
Mas isso é tudo, senhor,
e tudo quanto
por obra de amor
-- silente quase secreta –
não podia ser-nos
senão negado.
Entregar tudo e só
o que nos escapa.
E morar sob essa capa
rota.
Mendigos e cães
de barriga à mostra.

S. Miguel, Setembro de 2014

PÉLAGO
1
Nasce lindo o dia
como roupa de verão
já velha
e o sem roupa que lá mora.

2
Pela boca do vulcão
falam vinhos de cratera
rindo e rugindo
porque a fera fere a vista
onde algures nos faz saber
que desperta e se espreguiça.
Ó elegância despida pela boca
palavra justa
entre a pele e a roupa.

7
Tisana de safira
chá de chumbo
e sobretudo cinza
isto é
o esforço desumano
de haver cor.
OS PENSAMENTOS, OS
FLUTUANTES
8
Charlatão
porém
portanto
verdadeiro feiticeiro.
Andar, diz ele,
é somente não cair.
Faltará à palavra
aquele a quem não faltam
palavras.
As que já não fazem
falta.

3
Um rubor de rosas
a tudo abraçadas.
E todos os caminhos vão dar
às fontes onde o crime mata a
sede.

4
Nostalgia de outras ilhas
boiando em olhar distante.
E da terra nunca firme
nunca virgem

9
Preto e branca
branco e prata.
Sob a renda negra
a viúva obesa
ri.
E a sua lava fria
soa ainda
a má surpresa.

I
Aqui
onde paira o vapor de antigos
laranjais
Aqui
onde o vento açoita as filhas e as
bastardias
Aqui
onde me sinto na fronteira de
géneros e números
Recordo que há muito mar
entre as palavras.
II
Dizem-me que cresceste a dormir
e eu acredito que estou acordada.
III
À minha volta
quantas coisas falam sozinhas
enquanto eu perco entre
solilóquios
o fio da meada
e o ouro dos silêncios.
IV
Eu pensei: a água.

Tu pensaste: as águas.
Na praça
todos os mercadores
eram anjos da guarda.
V
E a cabeça abana
o seu leque de ideias
espaventosas.
Sim, essas ideias inchadas
afugentam as palavras.
Cheias de um vento sem infância
são incapazes de balbuciar
ou vacilar.
São nascidas e morridas
da noite para o dia.
Chamam-se tempo
e passam por nós
como se tivessem pressa.
VI
De barcaça em barcaça
ficávamos mais perto do além
mas nem sombra de barqueiro.
Morrer mas morrer um pouco
para não partir primeiro.
VII
Turvam-se os velhos olhos
e o barco do sorriso furtivo
naufraga no azul da veia.
VIII
Talvez por não ser daqui
talvez daqui até não ser
refém de mil horizontes
caminhei em todos os sentidos
isto é: não saí do sítio
até o sítio não sair de mim.
IX
Foram marcados a ferros
antes de embarcados à força
os animais sagrados
de quem se disse
a título de exemplo
que iriam sobreviver
ao destino do matadouro.
X
Portanto:
circumnavegar à vista
circumnaufragar ao longe.
No alto mar
uma harpa e um estendal
um baloiço e um tear
para não falar do rol
da roupa mais interior.

XI
Quase imenso
o oceano
mata a sede
de ser fonte.
XII
Se chorares ficas feia
alertavam as avós.
Mas frente ao que vem de trás
na exacta zona de rebentação
é-se feia
desde sempre
e tanto faz.

S. Miguel, Agosto de 2016
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Jazz, scratching, digging, bluing, swinging jazz,
And we listen
And we feel
And live.
–Bob Kaufman1
In his documentary feature And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead (2015), Texas-born, UCLAtrained lmmaker Billy Woodberry does for the poet Bob Kaufman precisely the kind of

ISSUES

excavation work Alice Walker must have had in mind when she charged: “A people do not
throw their geniuses away. And if they are thrown away, it is our duty as artists and
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Billy Woodberry’s Return to Form

witnesses for the future to collect them again…if necessary, bone by bone.”2
As early as 1972, black feminist literary critic Barbara Christian attempted to run
interference on the forgetting or disposal of Kaufman. In an essay for Black World,
“Whatever Happened to Bob Kaufman?” she alerted readers that Kaufman was “still alive”
and “need not be praised a er his body is gone and only his poetry remains.”3 By 1996,
marking the posthumous release of Kaufman’s Cranial Guitar (along with the debut of Paul
Beatty’s White Boy Shu e, whose poet protagonist bears the surname Kaufman), Greg Tate
lamented: “Bob Kaufman been dead (since 1986) and is unlikely to turn up on any Dead
Poet Society’s reading list this side of the Nuyorican Poet’s Café. While he was here,
though, he damn near invented the Beat poetry scene on the West Coast. Since he’s rarely
credited for this or for having even lived, you know he must have been a black man.”4
Though solitude, suicide, and death march through Kaufman’s work, like the dirge of so
many street funerals in his native New Orleans, Woodberry and his lm now take their
place in the dedicated second line of black writers and scholars, and the multitude of artists
and witnesses who refuse to let Kaufman “stay dead.”
And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead had its world premiere in the fall of 2015 at the Doclisboa
Festival, where it won the RTP Award for “Best Investigation Documentary.” This is the
second lm by Woodberry to win festival prizes in Europe; the rst, his narrative feature
Bless Their Little Hearts (1983), won the Berlin Film Festival’s Otto Dibelius Film award at the
time of its debut. With three decades between the two lms, one could equally wonder,
“Whatever Happened to Billy Woodberry?” In fact, on the winter night when the Scribe
Video Center and the Philadelphia Film Society hosted Woodberry for a screening of the
two features—preceded by Woodberry’s latest short, a poetic bow to Ousmane Sembène,

Digging and Bluing with Billy Woodberry

Marseille après la guerre (Marseille A er the War, 2016)—I overheard two hipster millennials

Josslyn Luckett

sampled” (did they really say sampled?) in Thom Andersen’s Los Angeles Plays Itself (2003).
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wondering as much. They had come because they were eager to see “that lm that was

Woodberry’s Bless Their Little Hearts, Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep (1977), and Haile

In the words of Cornel West, Woodberry might also be thought of as “a bluesman in the

Gerima’s Bush Mama (1975) dominate the nal section of Andersen’s video essay on the

life of the mind, a jazzman in the world of cinematic ideas.”8 From Archie Shepp and

history of Los Angeles as rescued in lms. Jacqueline Stewart, co-curator of the UCLA Film

Buddy Guy on the soundtrack of Bless Their Little Hearts to Billie Holiday, Irene Aebi, and

and Television Archive’s exhibition “L.A. Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema” (2011),

Steve Lacy featured in And When I Die to, most recently, Josephine Baker and Moussu T e

suggests that Andersen’s use of these “landmark L.A. Rebellion features” o ers “long

lei Jovents as the sonic landscape for Marseille après la guerre, jazz and blues, yes, are

overdue, materially grounded correctives to the distortions and mythologies presented in

everywhere in Woodberry. But they are not the exclusive musical terrain: spirituals, folk

so many white-authored cinematic representations of the city, particularly those generated

music, art songs, and all manner of avant-garde music live there, too. The life of the Afro-

by Hollywood.”5 Stewart and her partners, Allyson Field and Jan-Christopher Horak, along

diasporic literary mind lives in his lms as well, starting with The Pocketbook, his 1980 short

with lmmakers like Andersen and earlier waves of cultural critics such as Toni Cade

lm adaptation of Langston Hughes’s story “Thank you, Ma’am,” and continuing

Bambara, Ntongela Masilela, and Clyde Taylor, insist that reel/real black Los Angeles will

throughout Kaufman’s wide-ranging canon. The latest example is the contemplative

never be dead as long as the early works by this group of UCLA-trained lmmakers remain

collage of Marseille, which he uses to imagine the time, space, and struggle that informed

available. And it is important to note that Woodberry’s recent projects are just two of many

Sembène’s rst novel, Le docker noir (Black Docker, 1956). Toni Cade Bambara did say back in

new projects by “rebellion” lmmakers: Barbara McCullough, Julie Dash, and Zeinabu

1993 that one of the chief tasks of the “Black insurgent” lmmakers from UCLA would be

irene Davis all have recently completed projects making the festival rounds in the last two

the recovery of “our own suppressed bodies of literature, lore and history,” and Woodberry

years.6

has remained committed to telling this history, imagined and lived, through a subaltern
lens.9
This article is based on my expansive conversation with Woodberry, held in the middle of
his two-day trip to Philadelphia and bookended by the screenings at the Philadelphia Film
Society and his masterclass, “Creative Approaches to Documentary Filmmaking,” at the
Scribe Video Center. He seemed at times more interested in discussing the history of
African American labor organizing than his two most recent lms (though to be fair, the
National Maritime Union archives were central to the research of both). He shared detailed
re ections of his lm school days, including mention of one of the underexplored gures
of the UCLA group, Elyseo Taylor, the sole black professor at the lm school, recruited by
former Theater Arts chair Colin Young to help establish the Ethno-Communications
Program. This a rmative action initiative brought in not only key “rebellion” members
but also a wider group of Asian American, Chicana/o, and Native American students that,
as Renee Tajima-Pena reminds us, “changed the color of independent lmmaking.”10
Whether discussing his time as a student at UCLA or as faculty at CalArts, it’s clear that the
relationships he cultivated at both institutions have had a tremendous impact on his

Billy Woodberry at the Viennale in 2015.

The unfolding of Billy Woodberry’s career—both his own new work and the recent critical
revaluations of his classic work, such as the naming of Bless Their Little Hearts to the
National Film Registry in 2013—makes words like “rebellion” or “revival” only marginally
useful. Any research into the full range of his lm work, including his multiple roles as lm
actor, lm narrator, video installation artist, and lm history and production professor at
California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) since 1989, reveals a Woodberry who might be
more properly termed an underground “renaissance” man than a rebel.7

creative practices as well as his deep a ection for the Los Angeles that plays itself
throughout so much of their work. I o er my own deep thanks to Hye-Jung Park and Louis
Massiah at Scribe for generously creating the context for such a rich exchange to take place.
Josslyn Luckett: The opportunity to see all three of your lms, Bless Their Little Hearts, And
When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead, and Marseille après la guerre, back to back last night made me
think a lot about the three subjects of these lms—that is, along with Bob Kaufman and
Ousmane Sembène, I include Charlie Banks, your ctional protagonist in Bless. Talk to
me about those three men, because they share a lot. But Charlie doesn’t have a poem or a
guitar or a camera. And that’s in some ways what’s most devastating.

Billy Woodberry: Yeah. (Charlie) has…he’s not a writer or artist or whatever, but he has an

Luckett: Changing gears, let’s talk about two of your new subjects, Bob Kaufman and

inner life and a spiritual idea. He has his way of being in the world. He’s expressive and

Ousmane Sembène. They inhabit very di erent places, but they are surprisingly similar

articulate in his own way. I think he has that. Also, that actor (Nate Hardman), his talent, his

gures.

artistry is what gives the illusion. It gives him meaning and the sense of this character. And
her—and the children—his playing with her, his acting with her and with them…he gives

Woodberry: Maybe because they were artists…who when they were younger were involved

Charlie meaning.

in labor and organizing and politics. Had to do with ports and waterfront, with travel. And
they were sort of militants involved in trade unions, communist party politics. And also,
maybe because they were self-educated, partly, or they found the possibility of studying in
nontraditional contexts. They didn’t go to university.11 Kaufman said he tried to go to the
New School a couple of years, in 1948 or something. But it was di erent…the National
Maritime Union (NMU), apparently, they had educational programs…A man named Leo
Huberman who with Paul Sweezy created Monthly Review Press…was a teacher in their
union. Apparently, their program was so good, you have to nd out for sure, Columbia
Teachers College used to send people to observe them.12 But also, you know, because
sailors are at sea a lot, they have an historical tradition of reading [and] literacy. And
Kaufman had the double bene t that his mother was a reader and was a trained teacher.
When she could no longer teach in schools, she taught her children, so all of them read and
write.
Luckett: Though we know from your lm, and from his poetry, that Kaufman is
extremely well read and was, as you just said, the son of an educator, he is at the same
time consistently labeled a “street poet.” How do you explain that?

Billy Woodberry conducting a master class at Scribe Video Center in Philadelphia.

Luckett: I want to continue with Bless Their Little Hearts for a bit. Can you tell me about
that scene in the kitchen between husband and wife, played by Hardman and Kaycee
Moore? I wondered how much you let them loose.
Woodberry: Charles Burnett [the screenwriter] wrote a whole page of description about
that confrontation, that encounter with them, but he just wrote the description. Where
they are, what she knows, what he knows, what he might attempt to do to explain, and what
she will perhaps…how she will respond. But he didn’t write the dialogue. He just wrote that.
And with that, they created the dialogue, they created the scene.
Luckett: It’s really something to watch that scene right now a er having just revisited
Fences through Denzel Washington’s recent lm adaptation [2016] of August Wilson’s
play. There’s a lot of resonance. The play was rst staged in 1983, the same year as your
Bless Their Little Hearts.
Woodberry: With language and with action, he was thinking of similar things.

Woodberry: In some ways, it’s true. As Jack Hirschman says, Kaufman was a man of the/ in
the world and he was a man of the street. But people think that that only means people
who hang in the street ’cause they don’t have anything else to do. It can mean other things.
Maybe he’s pleased with that. To master the street and the encounters and the dimensions
of the thing could mean something other than being a derelict or hustler or whatever. It
can mean more than that. You could read what Baudelaire says about the street and about
the way one encounters life in the city and all of the possibilities of what happens in the
street. Even now when they talk about the “Arab street,” what it means is: you in the
corridors of power, you may have one understanding, but the people on the ground, the
people of the street have a di erent understanding and you should be concerned about
how it will play. And that’s true here. I mean we just had this recent election…And then on
January 21st, the day a er the inauguration, and then the following weekend when they
proposed the ban, they saw people take to the street. The street is a place where people
manifest their protest, their agreement, approval or disapproval.

di erent complex challenge. And Langston Hughes knows stu

like that. He (the kid) wants

to be in the street, and she’s telling him, you need to understand. You wanna take
something from me? You need to know what my having that entails. It’s a cost involved.
Luckett: It’s wonderful to see that actress again, Simi Nelson, who played a similar “lesson
giving” character in Haile Gerima’s Bush Mama, a very di erent character than the one
she plays in Alile Sharon Larkin’s Your Children Come Back to You (1979). In Larkin’s lm,
the adult is “schooled” by a child, played by Angela Burnett—who also plays the oldest
child in Bless Their Little Hearts. This also speaks to the beautiful cast of working actors
you all had.
Woodberry: The thing was [that] we shared them…the relationships and the understanding
and generosity of those people…they were helping to create whatever we thought we were
doing. They understood the demands of it. And they were sacri cing for it, because they
weren’t paid to do that. They were understanding and creative and supportive, so the main
thing was: don’t screw up the relationship because it doesn’t belong to you. It belongs to the
next one. So, it was like a company.

An archival photo of Bob Kaufman, featured in And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead (2015).

Luckett: I’m ashing back now, all the way back to The Pocketbook which shows a di erent
situation of the street.13 There is care and rescue in the street in that lm.
Woodberry: Kamau Daáood says the street is a place of hard wisdom…lessons you won’t

Simi Nelson in The Pocketbook (1980). Courtesy of UCLA Film and TV Archive

learn anywhere else.14 So, that’s the thing…the kid [is] hanging out in the street; of course,
your parents don’t want you hanging in the street because you can pick up bad habits, bad

Luckett: I’d like to get back to your Bob Kaufman lm. Can you say more about your

notions, bad ways of being and you can get into things. And he discovered that…the people

impulse to begin making And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead when you did?

who are in the street, it’s their job, it’s what they do. So, in a way he learns that lesson. She’s
a lady who’s on the street a er the job. She [Mrs. Luella Bates Washington Jones, the story’s

Woodberry: I learned about him in the ’70s, but I didn’t really know or follow poetry much.

protagonist] gives you a di erent lesson than you thought you would get. She gives you a

But a friend I had at the time did. It was always told to me how unique he was, how

signi cant he was, how interesting he was, this kind of thing. I didn’t take a real interest in

help demystify some of these “colorful but ctitious” claims by clarifying that he was

him, until I was in City Lights bookstore [in San Francisco] in 1986 in maybe March, and he

from a middle-class, African American, Catholic family in New Orleans, and that the

had died in January. There was a special issue of Poetry Flash, which is published in

German Jewish relative was at least two generations back on his father’s side.15

Berkeley. It was the cover article, and it was interesting and gave a lot more information
about his background, about his origin and the di erent mythologies that surrounded him,

It is one thing to hear this or read these biographical bits, but when your lm physically

also the appreciation of the people of the poetry world of North Beach who knew and

travels to New Orleans to meet this family, his sisters, his niece, something really

admired his work. So, I thought at the time—it was only a couple of years a er nishing

powerful happens that vintage footage of Kaufman seen earlier in your lm (mostly

Bless Their Little Hearts—oh I would like to make a short movie about him, make a tribute to

photographed in the Bay Area among his white poet cohort) cannot accomplish. The

him…that could stimulate people to be interested. But then I couldn’t gure out how to do

New Orleans section, as well as the surprising interview with his Puerto Rican rst wife,

it. As I learned, as I tried to nd more information, it seemed that his life was sort of tragic,

Ida Berrocal Torres, and the archival images of his black labor organizing comrades like

and I didn’t know how to confront that, so I put it away.

Ferdinand Smith, ground Kaufman in a pre-Beat, black and brown past.

Then, about [the year] 2000, my friend brought it up again, and I thought, okay, I should

Woodberry: I think there is a counter view to the idea that the Bohemia of North Beach

look at it and see if there’s something there. I was working on another project, a video

was just a “white” thing. The presence of many black people in the footage in the café and

project about the building of the Walt Disney Concert Hall. It was a commission from my

the “Tour of the Bourgeois Wasteland” shows that they were there in sizable numbers. This

friend Allan Sekula. He invited me and four other photographers to collaborate with him.

“race-mixing” was what was objected to by the police and others in authority. And in fact,

So, I started working with this small format video that had become digital video. I spent

Kaufman had a number of close black friends including a poet named Conyers that I was

three and a half, four years shooting the building of that concert hall.

never able to interview. A number of them had roots in New Orleans and his relationship
with them was quite apart and special. Mona Lisa Saloy, the poet from New Orleans who

Then I started to think about Kaufman. That’s when I seriously started to research it, to

appears in the movie, she told me about this.

travel to meet people, to try to discover what was there, what I could accumulate toward
making a lm about him. It was said that there was an archive of his work in the special

Another thing missing from the lm is his closeness to his older brother George and his

collections at the Sorbonne. So, I went to the Sorbonne, and I saw that. At the time, I was

family. They lived in Oakland and George, who was the closest to him of all his family

sort of traveling again and I was enjoying that and I was sort of mobilizing myself to be

members, always knew where Kaufman was and how he was doing. When his sisters visited

active again. And then I went to San Francisco quite a number of times before we actually

from New Orleans and other places, they knew how to arrange meeting him through

went back to do the shooting. And I started to nd the associates and people connected to

George.

him. They helped me a lot, directing me to the research. Then about 2006 or so…I started
to shoot seriously with my friend Pierre Desir.

Luckett: Tell me more about when you rst discovered his family in New Orleans and
also his rst wife, Ida.

Luckett: Desir was also from the UCLA group?
Woodberry: I knew about the family, I knew about his sister. I knew about his family
Woodberry: Yeah. So, we started to travel a lot and nd people and try to collect the

through Mona Lisa Saloy. She knew his family. I had a friend from high school who

interviews…We tried to have people who knew him, really knew him. And then we had

worked as an administrator at Xavier, and he knew the sister really well. So, he helped to

another group, the people who learned of him through their research and scholarship and

connect. And through him I got her phone number, and I talked to her. And for some

who helped to revive and to promote an interest in his work. So, that was sort of how it

reason they were always hesitant to speak. They’re very digni ed people and they don’t

went. A er we had all the material, I had to start to work on the editing, to shape and gure

like…they didn’t like the version of his biography that was around. But eventually she

out what it was.

agreed to talk to me. And…she invited her youngest sister and her niece to come… [But] she
didn’t want to be on camera, so I said okay, so we just lmed a photo on her wall, until the

Luckett: Bob Kaufman may have been the greatest perpetrator of his own myths of

niece convinced her.

origin, including the tale that he was the son of a Martiniquan voodoo-practicing mother
and Orthodox Jewish father. Scholars and poets like Harryette Mullen and Maria Damon

Luckett: The niece who is in the lm?

Woodberry: Kelly, yes. Wonderful people, wonderful. When I arrived, she gave me the

Woodberry: I think that’s perceptive, because in part the structure is derived by the process

photograph of the four, the two sisters and two brothers. She was going to give me

of discovery. What I mean by that is when I decide to talk about his origin family it is late

probably a much better photograph of her parents and that kind of thing. But,

in the lm. And when I decide to talk about his history as a militant in the trade union

unfortunately what happened was [that]…she lost all of her things during Katrina. So, it

movement, it’s like a ashback…but it’s the process of discovery. When you meet him, you

must have been 2005. I think we were there some months before [Katrina].

learn about him as this gure in North Beach. We go through that rst—we go through that
until it goes someplace else, when he goes to New York and then he returns. And then you

Luckett: It is amazing that you got to them before that, or you might not have had

have the people, some of whom knew him earlier, meet him again. It’s the years from 1963

anything.

to the early ’70s when he starts to be active again, participate in the poetry world. And at a
certain point I thought…you still have questions: Who is this guy? Where did he come

Woodberry: Also, Mona Lisa Saloy was writing her dissertation, which was about Kaufman,

from? So, then it seemed it was possible to go back. So, that’s sort of how I came to it [the

and she lost all of her research. But because she had given me copies of a lot of things, I

structure]…trying to retain the process, to honor the process, but to see if you in fact can

could give them back to her.

retain the interest of the audience. Seemed right, and it seemed to work.

As it happened, we were in Minnesota with Maria Damon, who was one of the rst people

Luckett: When I saw Grace Lee’s American Revolutionary: The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs

to do serious scholarship about him and his biography. She had found a copy of the

[2013], I was struck by the moment when Jimmy and Grace Boggs appeared on the

newspaper The Pilot, which was the newspaper of the National Maritime Union. And she

public television program, With Ossie and Ruby! [PBS, 1981–82, 1985]. For me, to see

was reading an article about a strike in 1947 that (Kaufman) was the rank and le leader of …

Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee’s involvement with Kaufman’s poetry in your lm was

and she mentioned his rst wife, Ida Berrocal. I then went back, because the internet makes

similarly striking.

this possible, and I put the two of them in the search together, and what came up
unfortunately was his daughter’s obituary: Antoinette Kaufman Nagle. That’s how they

Woodberry: They had progressive politics and broad interests. They took the mission of

were linked.

public television seriously. They thought it could educate, inspire, and you can recover a
kind of political culture that may not be so obvious.

I then said, oh this is horrible, because Mona Lisa Saloy and Maria were always asking me if
I ever found Antoinette, if I knew where she lived. Mona Lisa thought she lived in the

Luckett: I am curious about when and how the Sembène/Marseille project came to you?

Bronx…I credit them privately and publicly because it was their question [that] made me

Was it in the midst of working on the Kaufman piece?

sensitive to that issue. I looked…[for] almost two years, then it was through Antoinette’s
husband, Michael Nagle, I found this connection with Ida. I called her up at her o ce. She

Woodberry: A former student was helping me. I asked him to go to that collection, and he

was still the head of the Local 3 at the wholesale and retail worker’s union. I got her on the

got a lot of things that he thought would be helpful. But then, because he knew me, he

phone, and she said, “Okay, I’m involved in negotiating a contract, you call me back in a

found this [other] group of photographs and he thought, Billy will nd this interesting.

month and I will talk to you.” She told me that and it took me three or four years to talk to
her, and Michael Nagle is the person who convinced her, because they talked every day. He
said, “I know you don’t like to talk about Robert.” She said, “Michael, I’m old enough to
realize that it takes two to have a con ict.” And it took two years, and she was as formidable
as you see. She died last year at 92.
Luckett: I wanted to ask you about these discoveries, because it seems to me that they
shape how you decided to pace and unpack the lm. As a viewer, I certainly experience it
that way: that this is what you think you know, this is what you might know, and then
these are the things you have no idea about.

you what you’re seeing, it’s telling you so much that you’re not seeing. Not everybody is as
great at it as some. Chris Marker is great. Raoul Peck is very good, and others. So, I know
my limitations. But I wanted to have a creative way of o ering narration. And I like end
titles. And I have some narration: I had Maria Damon doing it, other people were doing it,
and I ended up doing it myself. Some of the technicians and people thought it was a better
idea. So, I did that. And the poetry, some of it I read, they convinced me that’s a good idea
and the best idea, so I read. But that’s how we did that…and it was very fast. Two days.
Luckett: Didn’t Sembène actually come to the UCLA campus in 1970?
Woodberry: [Elyseo] Taylor was the guy who brought the state department tour of African
lmmakers. He brought Sembène.
Luckett: Did you get to see Sembène then?
Woodberry: I’m not sure if I saw Sembène at UCLA. I saw Sembène at Howard University
Archival photos of dockworkers sparked the development of Marseille aprés la guerre (2016).

when Haile [Gerima] was teaching. And I saw Sembène at screenings in di erent cities.

Luckett: Which archive was this?

Luckett: You arrive at UCLA in…?

Woodberry: He found them in the Tamiment Library and Labor Archives at NYU. There’s

Woodberry: Like ’73, ’74.

a collection of photographs from the NMU, National Maritime Union, there. So, a er we
nished all the editing on Kaufman, I said to the editor [Luís Nunes] that we maybe could
do something with them, we could make a little lm. And we talked about Sembène and
the idea that Sembène was there. He didn’t know about Sembène, so he spent the night
learning about Sembène, learning about his life, his movies. Then the next day, we sat
down…And I had an idea, so we made a version, we made the structure. He spent the night
again working, decoupage, exploring all the possibilities inside. And then we met again,
devising the sound. We knew the music at the end, we knew we could use Josephine Baker,
because she was part of the imaginary of the people. So, then I thought okay, I knew the
story, I knew what I wanted to say. Then they insist that I write and record a narration for
them, explaining it. And I don’t like that…so we made two versions. We made one without
and one with. Most people prefer, seemingly, the one with, where I tell the story of how I,
why I did that, what I was thinking.
Luckett: The narration, or lack of, was interesting in the Kaufman lm, too. Tell me
about your choices there.
Woodberry: There’s very little voice-over. The thing is, okay, narration has come back to
non ction lm and a lot of di erent kinds of lmmaking. I’m not a great writer of
narration, and I recognize that. I don’t like narration that is overwhelming: if it’s not telling

Luckett: Okay, so you did overlap with Professor Elyseo Taylor, the sole black member of
the faculty at UCLA’s lm school in the early “L.A. Rebellion” days. He is such an
important “hidden gure” in the department, instrumental, through the EthnoCommunications Program for bringing in not only key “Black insurgents,” as Toni Cade
Bambara would refer to your group, but also Chicana/o, Asian American, and Native
American lmmakers to the department in signi cant numbers for the rst time.
Woodberry: That was enriching, because it gave us a wider view of the world, a greater
sense of possibilities, a greater sense of the dimensions of the problems to learn about, the
social realities and structure and you know the class issues. It challenged us…it was possible
to grasp the idea that there’s social con icts beyond the ones you know, beyond even the
black and white binary, right? You learn, no, it’s more complicated than that…And we used
to argue and struggle about that.
I remember during the Second Gulf War, in 2003, when they were proposing interning
people, it was the Japanese American community that were the rst ones in the streets. And
I saw Bob Nakamura and (he) said, “You know they’ve been yelling at us for twenty years,
thirty years, ‘Why do you keep talking about the camps? Why’re you talking about the
camps?’”16 And they were the rst people to make a public protest of it. And I think that was

healthy and good. And those relations with people among the di erent groups carried

brought di erent things. Ben [Caldwell] brings something di erent. Charlie [Burnett]

beyond school, because they supported each other in creating a lot of the consortiums and

knows the city, has a deep and special connection and memory of it, and he shares that. A

media groups within public television and other things.

lot of us came from outside…we came to learn and try to show something about it and be
in a place. It was the people of Los Angeles. It’s their university, and they were the ones

Luckett: This must be a question you get asked all the time. How do you feel about “the

who made the ght and proved themselves in it over and over…since Ralph Bunche. So,

L.A. Rebellion” as an expression and as a category?

when police were bothering us at night when we were editing, looking at us like, what are
we doing here? I look at it like we had a perfect reason to be there, because maybe Ralph

Woodberry: It’s a concept that originated, like a lot of times the names for these things

Bunche, Kenny Washington, Jackie Robinson, Woody Strode, and all those people paid our

originate, with scholars, critics, others outside of it.17 And you can kind of accept and

ticket.

appreciate it, because it’s not mine or our concept, but it’s a concept that somehow caught
on and it seems to work for people beyond those [originally] involved.

Luckett: It’s a serious legacy. The opportunity to re-experience the cinematic parts of this
legacy, with these recent restorations of the L.A. Rebellion lms—I’m thinking especially

[Ntongela] Masilela and others always link it to the uprising in Watts and the cultural and

of this new DVD collection of the shorts made available by the UCLA Film and

political and social ferment and the role of that in bringing to attention the demands of

Television Archive—is really astounding.18

black people and others for access to the institutions and resources that are a orded to
taxpayers and citizens—which was not acknowledged. So, the people of Watts rebelled. The

Woodberry: The other thing about Los Angeles, like when Alile Sharon Larkin, in A

people of Los Angeles in many aspects rebelled. Or they created the atmosphere and the

Di erent Image [1982], lms di erent signs and di erent things on places like Pico

possibilities. And we bene ted.

Boulevard, the places they lmed…those places no longer exist. So, it’s an historical record
of that place. And as people have become at di erent times more fascinated with Los

And maybe it was a part of the consciousness of the group prior to my coming, that one

Angeles and its landscape and all these things, you see the worth of it.

should make work that is somehow connected to people beyond the university, into the
larger what they call “community,” right? And even with all the internal di erences and

Luckett: It is a visual history.

ideological positions and postures, they created a kind of ethos where that was a value that
one was at least advised to consider. And then not only did they assert that, they provided

Woodberry: And Thom Andersen was one of the rst to recognize that and note that and

support and example to help you do that. They sometimes tutored you outside of their

want people to know and be curious about these lms.

formal responsibilities, if they were your T.A., whatever. Haile [Gerima], in fact, used to
work in what was called the tech o ce, and Haile’s the guy who taught me how to load a

Luckett: Speaking of Andersen, what has it meant for you to be part of the CalArts lm

16mm camera. And he did it because it’s something you need to know.

faculty since 1989? We’ve talked a lot about UCLA, yet it seems from your collaborations
with people like Thom Andersen, James Benning, and Allan Sekula that your time at

So, maybe it sounds sentimental but this is what happened, this is what they did. And they

CalArts has also been tremendously fruitful.

didn’t tell you exactly how to make the lm, they didn’t tell you, “You have to make the lm
like me.” They told you that you needed to make a lm. “Don’t talk a lm, show a lm.”

Woodberry: CalArts has been really important for me. Meeting and working with Thom

Then they o ered support and encouragement and example…so, that was what I saw in

Andersen, Allan Sekula, James Benning, Hartmut Bitomsky, and other colleagues has been

that.

tremendously bene cial for my life and work. The challenge of teaching the bright and
creative students, to meet the demands of trying to answer their questions has been a gi .

Luckett: The city itself and its other artists play such an important part too in the work of
the Rebellion lmmakers. I think of Barbara McCullough’s work with visual artist David

Anderson, Bitomsky, and Sekula are great writers with vast intellectual knowledge

Hammonds, musician Horace Tapscott, and others.

generally, and they are radical, original thinkers about photography, cinema. I learned with
them and from them, through their approach to teaching, writing, and creative approaches

Woodberry: Barbara [McCullough] was special because she brought her interests and her

to making the work. The same is true of James Benning. All of them inspired my own

connections to those in the ne arts, people who later became famous. A lot of them

desire to make new challenging work.

Luckett: Before we end, I wanted to see if there was anything more you wanted to re ect

of Rebellion were both featured at the 2016 Black Star Film Festival in Philadelphia.

on about the years between your features, Bless Their Little Hearts in the mid-1980s and

7. He appears as an actor in Charles Burnett’s short lm, When It Rains (1995); he narrated

the release of the Kaufman documentary, And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead, last year. How
do you think about that period?

lms by two CalArts colleagues, Thom Andersen’s Red Hollywood (1996) and James
Benning’s Four Corners (1998); and he was one of four artists commissioned by another
CalArts colleague, Allan Sekula, to create Facing the Music, a 2005 multimedia installation

Woodberry: I don’t know that I think about it. I sort of stopped in the ’90s, and then I

on the making of Frank Gehry’s Walt Disney Concert Hall in downtown Los Angeles.

started back from zero in a way, because I just started making things with a small video

8. This is a variation of an epigram that appears in Cornel West, Brother West: Living and

camera. Then I was o ered an opportunity to make something longer but…it was kind of a

Loving Out Loud, A Memoir (New York: Smiley Books, 2009): “I’m a bluesman in the life of

hybrid installation. And when I had something that I could commit to, I made it. And it’s

the mind, and a jazzman in the world of ideas,” (v), (emphasis mine).

good that I could nally do that.

9. Toni Cade Bambara, “Reading the Signs, Empowering the Eye: Daughters of the Dust
and the Black Independent Cinema Movement,” in Black American Cinema, ed. Manthia

Luckett: It’s interesting to me that when you nally chose the new project, it was a

Diawara (New York: Routledge, 1993), 119.

documentary feature, not narrative ction. Did your directing or storytelling approach

10. Renee Tajima, “Lights, Camera…A rmative Action,” The Independent, March 1984.

change with this change of genre?

11. In 1962, Sembène studied lmmaking for a year at the Gorky Studio in Moscow. See
Samba Gadjigo, Ousmane Sembène: The Making of a Militant Artist (Bloomington: Indiana

Woodberry: As you know there is a great deal of time between the two kinds of work, in my

University Press, 2010).

case. And I had time to think a great deal about documentary before attempting to make

12. According to Huberman’s New York Times obituary: “From 1942 to 1945 he was the

one. Documentary o ers the opportunity to communicate in a di erent way than narrative

director of education and public relations for the National Maritime Union” and prior to

ction. It can be as rich a form as narrative/dramatic ction, but di erent. Rhetorical,

that he was chair of the Department of Social Science at the New College of Columbia

poetic, analytical, discursive, re ective…which in many ways is discouraged in dramatic

University. New College was an experimental “progressive” undergraduate college under

narrative lms.

the auspices of Teachers College during 1932–39. See “Leo Huberman, 65, Publisher, Dead;
Monthly Review Co-Editor,” New York Times, November 10, 1968.

So, that’s it. You know, a er I stopped for a while, I was trying to get back to it in a way, but

13. The Pocketbook is a short narrative lm directed by Woodberry in 1980, based on

I needed something formidable. I needed something challenging and I needed to maybe

Langston Hughes’s short story “Thank You, Ma’am.” It is one of the selected shorts featured

su er through it a bit. So, that’s what happened. And now I’m trying to continue. I’m trying

in the UCLA Film and Television Archive’s educational three-disc box set: L.A. Rebellion:

to make the next thing and the next thing.

Creating a New Black Cinema—DVD Anthology 1971–2006 (2016).
14. Kamau Daáood is a Los Angeles–based poet and cofounder with Billy Higgins of the

Notes

World Stage Performance Gallery in the Leimert Park neighborhood of Los Angeles. He is

1. Bob Kaufman, “War Memoir: Jazz, Don’t Listen to It at Your Own Risk,” in The Ancient

featured in And When I Die, I Won’t Stay Dead, reading his original poem, “Djali,” which is

Rain: Poems 1956–1978 (New York: New Directions, 1981), 33, (emphasis mine).

dedicated to Bob Kaufman. He is also the subject of the documentary Life Is a

2. Alice Walker, “Zora Neale Hurston: A Cautionary Tale and a Partisan View,” in In Search of

Saxophone (1985) codirected by S. Pearl Sharp and Orlando Bagwell.

Our Mothers’ Gardens: Womanist Prose (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1983), 92.

15. See Maria Damon, “Introduction, Bob Kaufman: A Special Section,” Callaloo 25, no. 1

3. Barbara Christian, “Whatever Happened to Bob Kaufman?” Black World 21, no. 11 (1972):

(2002): 105–11, where she speaks of Kaufman’s “reinvention” as “a Beat street poet with a

21.

colorful if somewhat ctitious legacy…hybrid Orthodox Jewish and Martiniquan ‘voodoo’,”

4. Greg Tate, “Beats, Blood, and Rhymes,” Vibe, August 1996, 48.

then adds that he may have had a great-grandfather, Abraham Kaufman, who was Jewish.

5. Jacqueline Najuma Stewart, “The L.A. Rebellion Plays Itself,” in L.A. Rebellion: Creating a

Harryette Mullen o ers a similar biographical sketch of Kaufman in a September 2007 Pen

New Black Cinema, ed. Allyson Nadia Field, Jan-Christopher Horak, and Jacqueline Najuma

USA Festival of Poets presentation. See www.youtube.com/watch?v=EppWseVcn9A

Stewart (Oakland: University of California Press, 2015), 253.

16. Film director, educator, and cofounder of the Asian American media arts organization,

6. For example, Barbara McCullough’s long-anticipated jazz documentary, Horace Tapscott:

Visual Communications (with Eddie Wong, Duane Kubo, and Alan Ohashi), Robert

Musical Griot, premiered in February 2017 at the Pan African Film Festival. Julie Dash’s

Nakamura was a graduate lm student in UCLA’s Ethno-Communications Program. His

short lm Standing at the Scratch Line and Zeinabu irene Davis’s documentary feature Spirits

student lm, Manzanar (1972), a personal narrative about his childhood memories of the

American concentration camp, is considered the rst independent documentary to address
the internment of Japanese Americans during WWII.
17. See Clyde Taylor’s preface, “Once upon a Time in the West…L.A. Rebellion,” in L.A.
Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema, for his account of the term he created as a title for a
series of black independent lm screenings he curated in 1986 at the Whitney Museum of
American Art (xix). See also the introduction of the same anthology, “Emancipating the
Image: The L.A. Rebellion of Black Filmmakers,” where Field, Horak, and Stewart refer to
the other gures: Ntongela Masilela’s, “Los Angeles School of Black Filmmakers”; Toni
Cade Bambara’s, “the Black insurgents at UCLA”; and Michael T. Martin’s “L.A. Collective”
(2).
18. The DVD collection (see note 13), designed as an educational tool for classroom use and
individual study, has been recently made available for free to archives, libraries, and other
nonpro t organizations (see http://www.cinema.ucla.edu for more information).
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WHAT RISES

I captured extraordinary
messages from space...
full of daggers,
nights
and cries (1)

FROM THE DEPTHS

translate the
unknown
CANNOT
HELP
into a
language I
don’t speak

I’ll have to make the effort to
translate telegraph signals — to
translate the unknown into a language I
don’t speak and without even knowing
what the signals mean. I shall speak
that sleepwalker’s language that would
not be a language if I were awake. (2)

BUT BREAK THE SURFACE

How are we to stay at the
surface without staying on
the shore? (3)

...a raft adrift, borne by
an element so rare in our
universe where the symbolic
functions that only a few
puddles of it remain here
and there, and mainly
during the tornadoes of
history where crazed
humanity exterminates
itself and then something
human reveals itself in the
light of day, right in the
middle of murderous
history, as if
inadvertently. (4)

When the wind through
the window
Blows across your
pillow
And tells you
sleepin' is wrong

Then nothin’ but the
blues are brewin’...

(5)

we left somewhere
a life we never found
DISAPPEAR

But this is not a place of words.
Each syllable, as it comes out, is
caught and filled with water and
diffused. This is a place where
bodies are their own signs.(7)

the wreck
and not the story
of the wreck
the thing itself
and not the myth

(8)

(6)

It could be that we draw too sharp a distinction
between the voices of the living and the dead. An
illusion of perspective. It’s just a matter of time
after all and the inadequacy of the instruments we
have to measure it.
... at the brink of dawn, life prostrate...where to
forward its aborted dreams... desperately torpid in
its bed...
But I still have the impression that the dead have
more patience, their voices are calm, having no
urge to communicate, only wishing to speak and be
heard.
... heavy impartiality of boredom ... evenly
casting shadows... all things equal... The stagnant
air undisturbed by the bright flight of a bird...
It’s a question of knowing how to listen, in wakes
and silences, cracks, shadows, when there is
nothing further to be said. (9)

Beneath, it is all dark, it is
all spreading, it is
unfathomably deep; but now and
then we rise to the surface and
that is what you see us by. (10)

Resistance has isolation
inherent in it. You are
opposing yourself, your fragile
mind and delicate body, to the
enormous weight of things-asthey-are, conditions
systematically defended by vast
power.
If you are alone, it takes
every ounce of will to survive,
to stay sane, to not break. And
in this context the bonds among
resisters grow and deepen. They
have to, it is the secret glue,
the secret fire, it is a source
of energy, that unites and
sustains the strivers. (11)

Cinema is political whatever
its subject: each time it
represents a man, a woman, a
child or an animal, it takes
sides in the micro class
struggle that concerns the
reproduction of models of
desire.
In every film that is produced,
in every sequence, every shot,
there is a choice to be made
between a conservative economy
of desire and a revolutionary
opening. (12)

an unreadable and wrenching script

taKes place

taKes place and unmakes itself

at the same slow pace

(13)

D
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It would have been a film.
It is a film.

(1)Aimé Césaire
(2)Clarice Lispector
(3)Gilles Deleuze
(4)Fernand Deligny
(5)Louis Alter / Billie
Holiday
(6)Derek Walcott
(7)J.M. Coetzee
(8)Adrienne Rich
(9)Transistorian / Aimé
Césaire
(10)Virginia Woolf
(11)Robert Kramer / Félix
Guattari / Jean Genet
(12)Félix Guattari
(13)Pier Paolo Pasolini /
Marguerite Duras

